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This thesis presents the content and the theological foundation of Karl Barth's Christological 
anthropology and tries to examine its significance for Christian^onfucian dialogue. Li the 
first place, the thesis shows that the methodological role of Christology has undergone a long 
historical process in Barth's theological development. The area of study of this thesis is from 
the second edition of Der Rdmerbrief to the first volume of Church Dogmatics. It argues that 
Barth uses Christology to combine his early dialectical and later analogical thinking into a 
harmonious relation and treats Christology as the key to understand other doctrines. 
Furthermore, Barth's anthropology wiH be explored. Jesus Christ as the “real man" is the 
starting poirrt to examine our humanity; the ontological determination of “real man" (to be 
with God ) and real humanity (to be with other human beings ) are the basic structure and 
content ofBarth's anthropology. The foundation of these two conceptions are the doctrines of 
election and humanity of Jesus Christ, which are explored in chapter fbur. It argues that the 
authentic humanity can be held in Barth's doctrine of election; and the hypostatic urdon of 
divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ will lead to tiie conception ofhxunanity of God. The last 
two chapters are concerned with the significance of Barth's Christological anthropology for 
Christian-Confucian Dialogue in four areas: real man, real humanity, God's election and the 
unity of divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ. The overaU argument of the thesis expresses 
that ahhougJb there are some Umitations in Karl Barth's theology in the context of inter-
religious dialogue, the contribution ofBarth's theology should not be neglected. His theology 
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1.1. Karl Barth and Non-Christian Religions 
For many Chinese Christian scholars, the issue of Christian-Confucian dialogue 
is not just an academic interest but also represents the existential struggle between the 
religious faith and cultural identity. Jn. the past, no matter what the result was, the 
exchange of both parties' ideas not only achieved the mutual understanding of these 
two great traditions but also provided a chance for reflecting their own heritages. In 
their previous discussions, many westem Christian theologians have engaged 
Confucianist in their discussions. Needless to say, each thinker interprets the other 
under certain presuppositions. Achieving common ground, transforming both 
religious traditions and challenging other's presuppositions, are regarded as not only 
the goal of the participators but also as the agenda in the dialogue. Although the 
dialogue on both sides has covered many issues, misunderstanding still exist. This 
study seeks to make a contribution to this area of dialogue through a study of the 
Christological anthropology of Karl Barth ( 1886-1968 ) in dialogue with 
Confucianism. 
Choosing Barth's theology as the subject matter in a study of Christian-
Confucian dialogue would seem to need some justification. The difficulties in 
justifying the correlation between Barth's theology and Confucianism are, on the one 
hand, caused by Barth himself. He had no interest or knowledge in inter-religious 
dialogue in general and Confucianism in particular. On the other hand, the emphases 
on the Godness of God and infinite qualitative difference between God and human in 
2 
Barth's early writings ^ give the impression that his Christocentrism establishes an 
exclusive understanding of the theology of religions and a negative approach towards 
religion. Moreover, in Church Dogmatics ( hereafter CD ), Barth talks about "the 
Revelation of God as the abolition of Religion." ( CD V2 § 17 ) All these 
observations seem to indicate that Karl Barth is not an ideal and possible model in the 
discussion of inter-religious dialogue. Li particular, in the Asian context, Barth's "a 
prior" in answering the question of the unbelief of non-Christian religions may 
frighten many Chinese Christian thinkers away from considering the Chinese 
significance of Barth's theology. ^  
However, the above picture of Barth has been recently revised by many 
scholars. Charles T. Waldrop's insightful study on the relationship between Barth's 
theology and Pure Buddhism demonstrates that it is not impossible to compare 
Barth's idea of revelation and Pure Buddhism. ^ Li his concluding remarks, Waldrop 
points out that Barth's theology "should inspire Christian theologians to move to a 
more open and receptive posture toward non-Christian religions within the context of 
systematic theology." ^ Moreover, Peter Harrison and Geoffrey Thompson also 
suggest that Barth's negative attitude toward other religions needs further 
explanations. Thompson finds that the English translation of Aufhebung as "abolition" 
is misleading. This Hegelian concept provides with what Barth "perceives to be the 
1 Both ideas can be found in Barth's second edition of The Epistle to the Romans. The German 
edition was pubUshed in 1922. EngHsh translation, see K. Barth, The Epistle to the Romans. Tr. by 
Edwyn C. Hoskyns Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933. 
2 D. T. Niles. "Karl Barth--A Personal Memoty," The South East Asia Journal of Theology, Vol. 
XI, (Autunm, 1969 ),p.ll . 
3 Charles T. Waldrop, "Karl Barth and Pure Buddhism," Journal ofEcumenical Studies, 24:4,( 
Fall 1987 )，pp. 574-597. 
4 R)id, p.574. 
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dialectical but ultimately positive and constructive relationship between revelation 
and religion." ^ Harrison also argues that, in Barth's theology，non-Christian religions 
are allowed to participate in the history of God's salvation. Barth's concept of "other 
lights" "indicate that there is much in the other religions which is both true and 
edifying, not only for the adherents of the particular religions but also for Christians." 
6 Kim Heup-young argues that if we base on Barth's “NeirT to Brunner's natural 
theology and '^he Revelation of God as the abolition of Religion on CD VI § 17 to 
affirm Barth's negative attitude toward non-Christian religions, it will neglect the 
political context ofBarth's theology. 
Barth engaged in a political hermeneutics with European 
Christianity which had been threatened by the demonic power 
of Hitler's National Socialism. This was the period when Barth 
was involved with the Confessing Church and wrote the 
Barmen Declaration. His declaration of “No，，to natural 
theology was intended to close the door against the entry of the 
Trojan horse of Hitler's natural theology. At that time, other 
world religions were not the issue with which he was primarily 
concerned ... When he (Barth ) said "religion as unbelief," the 
religion referred to was primarily European middle class civil 
religion rather than world religions or religion in general. ^ 
5 G. Thompson. "Christianity and World Religions: The Judgement of Karl Barth," Pacifica, 7，( 
June, 1994 )，p. 189. 
6 P. Harrison. "Karl Barth and the Nonchristian ReHgions；' Journal ofEcumenical Studies, 23:2,( 
Spring 1986 )，p. 223. 
7 Heup-yoxmg, Kim. Wang Yang-Ming andKarl Barth. A Confudan-Chrisdan Dialogue, Lanham, 
Maryland: University Press of America, 1996，p. 64. 
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It is not my intention to discuss the role of non^hristian religions in the system of 
Barth's theology. Furthermore, the above suggestions also need further elaboration. 
What I want to point out is that non-Christian religion is no longer a minor issue in 
Barthian scholarship. Therefore, it is not groundless to study Barth's theology in the 
context of non-westem cultures. At least, Barth himself had also encouraged Asian 
Christian thinkers to do their own theologies. ^ 
1.2. Karl Barth, ChristoIogical Anthropology and Dialogue with Confucianism 
The intention of this study is to explore Karl Barth's anthropology, which is 
largely shaped by his own ChristoIogical understanding and formulation, and attempt 
to argue that Barth's ChristoIogical approach to anthropology is a stepping stone rather 
than a stumbling block to Christian-Confucian dialogue. 
Li chapter two, a historical-theological analysis of Barth's ChristoIogical 
methodology will be provided. Christology, for Barth, is not just one of the Christian 
doctrines. Rather, he uses it as a theological perspective and methodology to deal with 
different doctrines. However, I will argue that this theological discovery had 
undergone a long historical-theological process. By the publishing of the second 
edition of Der Romerbrief ( 1922 )，Christology has not yet been established as the 
foundation of his theological epistemology. The ontological difference between God 
and human is the motif of that period. However, we can find a momentous discovery 
客 K. Barth. “No Boring Theology ！ A Letter from Kari Barth，，，The South East Asia Joumal ef 
Theohgy, Vol. XLy ( Autunm, 1969 )，pp. 3-5. “You truly do not need to become ‘European’’ 
'Western，men, not to mention 'Barthians% in order to be good Christians and theologians." (p,5 ) 
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in the method and content of his theology when Barth taught in the University. Li his 
Gottingen dogmatics ( Barth's first Christian dogmatics ), Christological foundation of 
the revelation of God in Jesus Christ was founded. This Christological perspective 
does not only provide the important foundation for Barth to develop his theological 
system but also led his early dialectical thinking in a harmonious combination with the 
method of analogy. Therefore, it is misleading, I will argue, for Hans Urs von 
Balthasar to ckim that the book on Anselm is the turning point in the development of 
Barth's theological epistemology. Furthermore, in CD, we will see that Christology is 
the key to interpreting all other Christian doctrines. ^  
After exploring Barth's Christological methodology, chapter three is going to 
shed light on Karl Barth's anthropology. Barth claims that Jesus Christ is the 
methodological starting point for the adequate understanding of human beings. A true 
understanding of real humanity is to start not with human self knowledge but with the 
real man Jesus. ( 3.2. ) To be a "real man", for Barth, is to be with God. This 
ontological determination of "real man" is based on Jesus' real humanity. Therefore， 
"real man” is never a genuinely godless human. ( 3.3. ) Apart from the vertical 
dimension of humanity to God, the second determination of being a human is real 
humanity which denotes the horizontal dimension of interpersonal relationship of 
human beings. Real humanity, for Barth, is to be with and for other humans ( 3.4.). 
Because ofthe understanding of sin as '%uman impossible possibility," Barth argues 
that the reconciliation of Jesus Christ is not simply a 'Svretched expedient" but a 
realization and fulfillment of God's eteraal will and grace. Jesus' saving work in 
9 Concerning Barth's theological development, I am heavily indebted to Bruce L. McCormack's 
exceUent sbady, See Bruce L. McConnack. KarlBarth's Criticalfy Realistic Dialectical Theology: Rs 
Genesis andDevektpment 1909-1936. Oxford: QarendonPress, 1995� 
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reconciliation does not only disclose the reality of humanity but also reconstitutes 
human beings through the humanity of Jesus Christ ( 3.5. ) Jn this chapter, Stuart 
McLean's work provides important interpretive framework to understand Barth's 
anthropology.� 
However, without an in-depth studying on his idea of the humanity of Jesus 
Christ, Barth's picture of real man and humanity will not be well-grounded. In so 
doing, first we will see that the ontological determination of human beings is founded 
in the election of God. Therefore, in chapter four, one of the main focuses will be 
Barth's idea of election. Jn Barth's understanding, the doctrine of election is the sum 
of the gospel for God elects himself to be the electing God ( 4.2.1. ). Besides, the 
Calvinist understanding of double predestination is revised by Barth's conception of 
Jesus Christ as both the electing subject and the elected object ( 4.2.2. ), Furthermore, 
the most important point is that，in God's etemal plan, Jesus Christ is elected by God. 
Therefore，human beings are also elected to be in fellowship with God. We will see 
that Barth integrates the doctrine of election and anthropology on the basis of Jesus 
Christ. Moreover, I will argue that Milton Wan's doctoral dissertation on the authentic 
humanity ofKarl Barth is misleading. ^ He argues that the reality of human beings is 
problematic in Barth's doctrine of election, because what human beings can do is to 
admire and contemplate passively what God has provided in His election. I will show 
that Milton Wan misreads Barth's whole idea of election. Election, for Barth, is the 
determination of human beings by the etemal will of God to be and to live as elected 
10 Stuart McLean. Humanity in the Thought ofKarl Barth. Edinburgh: T & T Chrk^ 1981. 
u Milton W.Y. Wan. "The Authentic Humanity in the Thought of Paul TiUich and Karl Barth", 
unpubUshed Ph,D dissertation. University of Oxford, 1984. 
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individual in the covenant fellowship with God. Douglas R. Sharp and John Macken's 
12 
works provide the important resources to interpret this point ( 4.2.3.). 
Apart from the doctrine of election, Barth's attitude toward the problem of two 
natures in Jesus Christ is also a determining factor in understanding his idea of the 
humanity of Jesus. The description of Antiochene and Alexandrian Christologies will 
provide the background for us to see the prohlematik of the unity of divinity and 
humanity of Jesus Christ ( 4.3.1. ). Both Christological standpoints caused the 
Chalcedonian formula in which there is a theological compromise rather than a 
theological explanation of the problem of two natures in Jesus Christ ( 4.3.2. ). Under 
the limitation of Chadcedonian Christology, Barth develops his idea of cmhypostatic-
enhypostatic Christology to understand the humanity of Jesus Christ. Jesus' humanity 
acquires its own concrete existence in the Word of God. And I will show that the 
hypostatic union of the divinity and humanity in Jesus Christ leads to the conception 
of the humanity of God ( 4.3.3.). 
Jn. chapter five，it will be shown that Barth's Christological anthropology 
would make a significant contribution in dialogue with Confucianism. Before 
assessing Barth's significance, some ground-clearing work will be needed. First, the 
Christological and anthropological discourses from the past Christian-Confucian 
dialogue will be summarized in order to know what platform we are in ( 5.2.). 
12 Douglas R. Sharp. The Hermeneutics of Election. The Significance of the Doctrine in Barth ’s 
Church Dogmatics, New York: University Press of America, 1990; John Macken. The Autonomy 
Theme in the Church Dogmatics: Karl Barth and Hh Critics. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1990. 
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Second, I will examine Kim Heup-young's contribution on that issue. ^^  Although he 
tries to find the common point in Barth's theology and Wang's Confucianism, his 
inadequate understanding of Barth's doctrine of Christology makes his argument 
problematic ( 5.3. ). Within the matrix of the above analysis，Barth's theological 
significance of Christian-Confucian dialogue will be explored in four areas: Real man 
(5.4.1. ); Real humanity ( 5.4.2. ); God's election ( 5.4.3. )，and the unity of the 
divinity and the humanity of Jesus Christ ( 5.4.4.). 
In the concluding chapter, I will present the limitation of Barth's theology in 
dialogue with Confucianism. They are the uniqueness of Jesus Christ and the question 
of authenticity of human beings. However, these two limitations of Barth's theology 
should not hinder our appreciation of his profound and distinctive insight into the 
problem of Christian-Confiician dialogue. Hoping that my sympathetic and critical 
understanding ofBarth's ChristoIogical anthropology will not only shed light on Barth 
scholarship but also take a further step on the long journey of Christian-Confucian 
dialogue. 
13 Heup-young, Kim, op. cit 
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Chapter Two 
Barth's Christological Approach: A Historical Study 
2.1. Introduction 
Jn this chapter the historical development of Karl Barth's theological 
methodology will be presented. We will find that his mature theology is basically 
Christological in character. However, this character does not feature in Barth's early 
theology. That means his methodology has undergone a process of development. 
Historically speaking, Barth's Christology had not been conceived as an important 
hermeneutic key in his early theology, especially in Der Rdmerbrief (1922), but in the 
period of lecturing in the University of Gottingen and Bonn, Christology is treated as 
an important tool of understanding the doctrine of revelation and other theological 
doctrines. ^ Lastly, in CD, Barth clearly points out that Christology is the key to open 
all the doors of Christian theology in general and Christian anthropology in particular. 
Therefore, I will present Barth's two periods of theological methodology, the first one 
is from Der Rdmerbrief (1922) to the book on Anselm (1931), the second is his CD. 
Moreover, I will show that Christology also serves as an integrated function of 
combining Barth's dialectic and analogical thinking in his theological method. 
2.2 Christology in the Making: From The Epistle to the Romans to Anselm 
In the first step，we have better to see the development ofBarth's theological 
method from Der Rdmerbrief to the book on Anselm. Li the genesis of his 
theological career, Barth was under the teaching of liberal theology, therefore, the 
^ See K. Barth, The Gottingen Dogmatics Vol 1. Tr. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley. Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Eerdmans PubUshing Co. 1991； Ansebn: Fides Quaerens InteUectum. Tr by Ian W. 
Robertson. London: SCM Press. 1960. 
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question of theological epistemology was his greatest struggle. Theological 
epistemology is the rational inquiry about the possibility of human knowledge of 
God. The subject-matter includes the problem of the nature of theological language, 
the boundary of human knowledge, the ontological and epistemological differences 
between God and human, etc. By the way, the above issues of theological 
epistemology had been raised under the influence ofKant's philosophy. Li the matrix 
of liberal theology, God is no longer the object of our theoretical reason，for 
according to Kant's philosophy our knowledge is limited to the sensible world. 
Beyond this empirical world, no object can be intuited. Therefore, we cannot claim 
our knowledge of God is objective for "God" is the transcendental being beyond our 
boundaries of knowledge. Therefore，the knowledge of God is merely "subjective". 
The term "subjective" does not mean personal preference. Rather, it denotes the 
existence mode of being which is wholly affected by the religious experience. 'The 
self-identical essence of piety is this: the consciousness of being absolutely 
dependent, or, which is the same thing, of being in relation with God." ^ Therefore, 
the study of the knowledge of God is the study of human religious experience and the 
existential mode ofbeing. Barth was taught within this theological framework. ^ 
It is well known that Barth started his disappointment with his theological 
teachers when they issued a manifesto which symbolized their identities with the war 
policy of Kaiser Wilhelm H near the outbreak of the first world war. Barth did not 
understand and put their attitudes towards the war into the question. However, what 
2 F. Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith. Tr. by H.R. Mackintosh, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976 
，P.8 
3 For the rebtionship between Barth's early theology and neo-Kantian school, see Simon, Fisher, 
Revelatory Positivism ？ Barth's Earliest Theology and the Marburg School Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988. Fisher argues that Barth was deeply mfluenced by neo-Kantian 
11 
became clear to him is that there is no future for the liberal theologies taught by his 
great teachers. ^ Therefore, he had to find another way to do theology instead of 
following the footpath of the liberal theological methodology. Basically，he points out 
that liberal theology does not take the "othemess" of God seriously. Rather, God is 
the "Wholly Other", which is not an object in our world or in our minds. So, the 
theological epistemology of liberal theology goes wrong in a sense that, Barth 
believes, the subject of divine knowledge should be God, not humanity. “God is in 
heaven, and thou art on earth" is the motif of second edition of Der Rdmerbrief ^ 
Not only is the "infinite qualitative distinction" between God and man 
highlighted, it is essential for Barth to express his dialectical thinking in dealing with 
the relationship between God and human. 
The No which meets us is God's No. What we lack is just what 
helps us. What shuts us in is new country. What cancels all the 
truth of the world is also its foundation. Exactly because God's 
No is complete, it is also his Yes. ^ 
God is known by this dialectical way. His yes and no are interdependent with each 
other. For we human being cannot determine which is yes and which is no. The basic 
principle of this assertion is that God arid the world are distinct from each other. This 
epistemological firamework to artiadate his own theology, so the continuity of dialectical theology 
proposedby Barth and neo-Kantian philosophy must be stressed 
4 Barth said that “a whole world of exegesis, ethics, dogmatics and preaching, which I had hitherto 
held to be essentiaUy trustworthy, was shaken to the foundations, and with it, aU the other writings of 
the German theologians.", see E. Busch, Karl Barth: His Life from Letters and Autobiographical 
Texts. Tr. by J. Bowden. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans PubUshing Co.，1976, p.81. 
5 K. Barth, The Epistle to the Romans. Tr. by Edwyn C. Hoskyns. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1933,p.l0. 
6 Cf. Robert Jenson, GodAfter God: The God ofthe Past and The God ofFuture: Seen in the 
Work ofKarlBarth. New York: Bobbis-MerriU Co., 1969，p. 3. 
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distinction is an ontological one. That means we cannot find any continuity of God 
and the world. God is not the totality of the entities of our world. God is beyond this 
totality. In other words, God is not immanent in our world. Li that sense，Barth 
emphases the incomprehensibility of God. That means God is not knowable. Lf so， 
how can we talk about the revelation of God ？ Is not the Christian God a self-
revealing God ？ In that dialectical period，Barth's idea of revelation is dubious. In 
Der Rdmerhrief, Barth says 
Within history, Jesus as the Christ can be understood only as 
Problem or Myth, As the Christ, He brings the world of the 
Father. But we who stand in this concrete world know nothing, 
and are incapable of knowing anything, of that other world. 
The Resurrection from the dead is， however, the 
transformation ... The resurrection is the revelation ...In the 
Resurrection the new world of the Holy Spirit touches the old 
world of the flesh, but touches it as a tangent touches a circle, 
that is，without touching it. ^ 
We can see that Barth possess the notion of revelation, but resurrection as the 
revelation is considered as "ahistorical" and "not an event in history at alL"^ It is 
because, in Barth's attempts to stress that resurrection is not an event to be laid 
alongside other events in history. God remains unintuitable in his act of revelation in 
Jesus Christ. Using McCormack's wording, God unveils Himselfby veiling himself in 
revelation. ^ Li that sense，we believe in God through the character of Jesus Christ who 
7 K. Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, p.30. Italics mine. 
8 ftid 
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can only be understood within history as a 'Taradox". °^ So，Barth 's Christology had 
not yet established the foundation of his theological epistemology in that period. He 
still maintains the othemess of God in the context of theological knowledge. 
Obviously, Barth rethinks the whole epistemology of theology which is 
constituted by the assumptions of liberal theology. He turas the whole project upside-
down. Now, in his dialectical thinking, God is the 'Vholly Other" in the context of our 
human knowledge. We cannot claim that we can grasp God. Jesus Christ as God for us 
is a Mystery even when we ^ e taUcing about the "revelation of God". God's revelation 
. • 
does not touch our world. It is incapable for us to comprehend who and what God is 
through our historical reasoning. Jn this way, Barth is a Kantian in an epistemological 
sense. ^^  Kant argues that our objective knowledge is only legitimate if the objects are 
intuitable. So, under Kant's epistemological scheme, God cannot be known because 
God is an unintuitable God. Barth uses this framework to consider the possibility of 
the knowledge of God, though he does not totally agree with Kant. Barth's idea is that 
if God is unintuitable, the only criterion for God to be really known is for God Himself 
to be intuitable. However, the dilemma is that if God makes Himself to be intuitable, 
God will transform Himself into a creature and finally He will become the object of 
our constitutive knowing activities of the human knower. Barth's solution, as 
1 ’ 
McCormack's analysis shows, is incomplete. On the one hand, Barth emphases the 
9 Bruce L. McCormack, Karl Barth,s Critically ReaUstic Dialectical Theology: Its Genesis and 
DeveU>pment 1909-1936. Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1995, p.l8. 
10 Eberhard Jiingel, Karl Barth: a Theological Legacy. Tr. by Garrett E. Paul. Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1986, p.35. 
11 Cf, Terrence N. Tice, "Merviews with Karl Barth and Reflection on His kiterpretations of 
Schleiermacher", James 0. Duke & Robert F. Streetman (eds.), Barth and Schleiermacher: Beyond 
the Impasse ？ Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988, p.45. 
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unintuitability of God for God is wholly distinct from the world, on the other hand, he 
also struggles with the possibility of the human knowledge of this unintutable God. 
This problem derived from Der Romerhrief Barth attempted to solve in Gottingen 
dogmatics through the doctrine of incarnation. ^^  
Therefore，we can say that Barth leaves the problem of the theological 
epistemology in Der Romerhrief unanswered. He wants to emphasize the othemess of 
God and Jesus Christ as the revelation of God has not been interpreted as the key to 
solve the above problem. So, Christology in this period is under-development. At 
least, Barth had no intention to articulate a comprehensive and systematic doctrine to 
solve his problem until he lectured his first Christian dogmatics in the University of 
Gottingen. 
On 2 May 1924，Barth began his first prolegomena of Christian dogmatics in 
the University of Gottingen. He announced this lecture under the title as “Unterricht 
in der christlichen Religion”. Li this dogmatics, we can find a momentous discovery 
in the method and content ofBarth's theology. The Christiological foundation of the 
revelation of God is founded. The doctrine of incarnation is also established which 
was missed in Der Romerhrief. Liside this dogmatics, not only was a more systematic 
structure of theology articulated, but also Barth preserved his dialectical thinking and 
let it in a harmonious combination with the method of analogy. So，we claim that, in 
the finding of Barth's Gottingen dogmatics, dialectical theology and analogical 
thinking are not mutually exclusive, rather both are maintained on the ground of 
12 Bmce L. McCormack, "Revelation and Histoty in TransfoundationaHst Perspective: Karl Barth's 
Theological Epistemology in Conversation with a Schleiermacherian Tradition", The Journal of 
ReUgion, Vol.78，No.l, ( 1998 )，p.26. 
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Christology. Second，it is not the first time analogical thinking was established in the 
book on Anselm. Rather, it had been used in Gottingen dogmatics in a highly 
intensive way. 
In the first section of Gottingen dogmatics, Barth clearly defines dogmatics as 
"scientific reflection on the Word of God which is spoken by God in revelation, which 
is recorded in the holy scripture of the prophets and apostles, and which now both is 
and should be proclaimed and heard in Christian preaching." ^^  This brief definition 
can be understood as three forms of the Word of God. First is the etemal form which is 
about the Word of God in revelation; second is the historical form as the holy 
scripture; the last one is the Word in its present form as Christian preaching. No matter 
how the Word of God is manifested, Barth emphases all this forms are in unity being 
originally spoken by God Himself, Deus dixit [God speaks:. 
Different from the notion of etemal presence of revelation in Der Romerbrief, 
Barth points out that Deus dixit is identical with Jesus Christ, a historical person. That 
means the Subject of Deus dixit who stands outside of history is also the Subject in 
history. 
Deus dixit means a here and now. Or rather a then and there, 
for it is better to say that there is no avoiding the offensive 
'‘there in Palestine" and 'Hhen in the years AD 1-30” if we are 
really to think the thought of Christian revelation ... The 
contingent fact that the church finds the witness to revelation 
13 ftid, p.27. 
14 K. Barth, The Gottingen Dogmatics Volume I, p.3. 
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in these specific writings, and that in the witness ii finds 
revelation, is no accident The contingency lies in the nature of 
revelation. Deus dixit indicates a special, once-for-all, 
contingent event to which these specific writings rather than 
any possible writings bear witness." 
The historical person, Jesus ofNazareth, is treated as the Subject of the Word of God 
in history. God speaks in the person of Jesus Christ. Therefore, Der Rdmerbriefs 
'\intouch the world" is now replaced by “lived in the world". Besides, the 
contingency of revelation is stressed, human language is qualified as the human 
words of revelation of God for the holy scripture and Christian preaching are 
regarded as the objective bearer of God's revelation and both are treated as other two 
forms of the Word of God. If so，God's revelation is not only manifested in a 
historical person, it also takes up our human language to be the bearer of Himself. 
Through and in our language, God's Word is in the present form. That means the 
analogical thinking is articulated in between God's revelation and human language. ^^  
Although Barth points out the possibility and legitimacy of analogical thinking, it 
does not set aside the dialectical method. The reason is that the Subject of revelation 
is God Himself. Deus dixit. God is the Actor of our knowledge of Him. To put it 
another way, human beings have no power of disposal over the sovereignty of God. 
The epistemological and ontological differences still exist between God and human. 
Therefore, dogmatics is a "scientific reflection" in a sense that none of the dogmatics 
can be treated as the final word of God. Human word is not God's Word. Li sum, both 
15 ftid, p.59. ; 
16 ft)id, pp.32-33. "From this confident assertion may we not at least ask whether there are not words 
which, although they are human words and mere words Kke any others, are also more than that on 
account of the knowledge or recognition to which they lead, on account of their impartation of truth 
from one person to another. The fact that they are human does not entail a humanizing of the divine. 
-^.. 
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of them ( dialectical method and dogmatic method ) can operate under the same 
presupposition which is the judgement of God. 口 
In section five, after the section of Deus dixit and the doctrine of 
anthropology, Barth took up the doctrine of trinity for the first time. In the letter to his 
best friend, Thurneysen, dated on March 20, 1924, Barth was preoccupied with the 
problem of trinity. "In regard to the incarnation it is best at any rate to proceed 
cautiously that one may not run his head into the exclusive ‘Jesus Christ'-pit of the 
Lutherans. Everything indeed depends on this denominator, but this denominator 
‘somehow’ under everything. A Trinity of being, not just an economic Trinity! At all 
costs the doctrine of the Trinity! If I could get the right key in my hand there, then 
everything would come out right ..." ^^  The doctrine of Trinity is to answer the 
question" Who is God ？” or "Who is the Subject of revelation ？” That means the 
answer to the question ofTrinity points to the subject of the revelation. 
Revelation is God's Self revelation. That means the content of revelation is 
not a second God, rather the content of revelation is identical with the Subject of 
revelation. That means if we are taUdng about the revelation of God, we are not 
talking about our object of real or possible experience. It is wholly not a human 
subject-matter. ^^  Therefore, the content of revelation is "God alone, wholly God, 
From the very first Protestantism has involved a beUef that the Logos takes human shape in spoken 
human word" 
17 Bruce L. McCormack, Karl Barth's Critically Realistic Dialectical Theology: Its Genesis and 
Development 1909-1936, p.346. 
18 Karl Barth to Eduard Thumeysen, dated on 20 March 1924, Revolutionary Theology in the 
Making. Tr. by J. D. Smart. Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1964，p.l76. 
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God Himself,. °^ Apart from the content of revelation, we cannot know the Subject of 
revelation, vice versa. Lfso, in the context of trinity, the Word of God as the revealed 
object cannot be distinguished from the revealing subject. The being of revealed 
object is identical with the being of revealing subject. So，Barth talks about “a trinity 
of be inf in a sense that the immanent Trinity which concems the internal 
relationship among Three Persons in One God is not distinct from the economic 
Trinity which concems the saving acts in the created world by Three Persons of One 
God. Furthermore, the whole Being of God is revealed to us. God's hiddenness does 
not refer to the Being of God. Rather, God's hiddenness is regarded as "God for us” 
/ % 1 
God in history is always deus absconditus. At the same time，Barth points out the 
possibility of analogical thinking in the context of revelation of God. Since the 
subject-matter of the revelation is God Himself, no human rationality or religious 
experience is in conformity with the revelation. But what we can do is to respond to 
God's Self revelation in a relation of analogy to what God is and was doing. 
In face of what God does we do something corresponding, 
parallel, and analogous in our own sphere of existence. More 
strongly or more weakly our rational activity receives a 
specific theoretical and practical orientation... But all this can 
22 
be only the shadow of revelation. 
19 K. Barth, The Gdttingen Dogmatics Volume X pp. 88-89. 
20 ^i^^ pp 88-94. 
21 McCormack is right when he said that "the hiddenness of God may not be made to refer to what 
God is 'in Himsetf', in distinction firom what He is revealed to be 'for us’. If God is revealed, then it is 
God in the entirety ofHis being which is revealed The hiddenness of God may rightly refer ordy to the 
conceaLment of the whole being of God in a creaturely veil." Bruce L. McCoraiack, Karl Barth's 
CriticaUy ReaUstic Dialectical Theohgy: Its Genesis and Development 1909-1936, p.353. 
22 K. Barth, The Gdttingen Dogmatics Volume I’ p.94. 
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With regard to the content of revelation, Jesus Christ, Barth asserts that He is 
the Lord. He is identical with the subject of revelation. However, if we still remember 
the problem remained in Der Rdmerbhef, we will have the following question; How 
can Jesus Christ remain the Subject in time without any loss of divinity ？ Barth 
solves this question in a dialectical way. God is the revealing subject in the earthly 
form, but He does not become the earthly form. Jesus Christ as the content of 
revelation is identical to the subject of revelation in nature. Since economic Trinity is 
immanent Trinity. That means God unveils Himself in Jesus Christ in a veiling flesh. 
So, Barth develops his doctrine of Christology and of incarnation in the above 
context. 
Barth begins his chapter on the doctrine of incarnation with the following 
sentence. "God was in Christ. Li the irremovable mystery of his deity, encircled by 
every possibility of offense, he was the Crucified, he could be known only through 
himself in the resurrection ofChrist from the dead, hut in history, in time, he could be 
known truly, definitively，and sufficiently, encountering man." ^^  Therefore, we can 
know God Himself through and by Jesus Christ. Because God reveals Himself fully 
and wholly in this person. However, it does not entail that in this revelation God will 
become less God. God is still the subject of the revelation. God is over and in the 
world . Dialectically speaking, God veils Himself for us in the person of Jesus Christ. 
‘The concealment must be complete. The divine incognito must be total." ^^  At the 
same time, finitum est capax infiniti [The finite is capable of the infinite] this 
Lutheran formula of Christology is also accepted by Barth. 
^ fl)id, p. 131, ItaMcs mine. 
24 n5id, p.l38. 
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Ln sum, in the discovery of Barth's Gottingen dogmatics, we can find that 
based on his establishment of Christology as the foundation of theological 
epistemology Barth had solved the problem found in Der Rdmerbrief, we can know 
God through Jesus Christ and our human language can be used in expressing the 
Word of God. That means Barth imports the notion of analogical thinking in the 
consideration of theological method. But, at the same time，he had not abandoned his 
dialectical method. God unveils Himself in the veiling flesh. The infinite ontological 
difference is still maintained in this dogmatics. So, we can quote McCormack's words 
to conclude this section. "The epistemological signature of this lies in the fact that 
God is here seen to have entered folly into the subject-object relation which govems 
our knowledge of things in this world. God has fully entered the world of intuitability. 
Whereas in Romans E ( T^ edition of Der Rdmerbrief ), Barth could secure 
intuitability only by means of an appeal to an exercise of divine power which bridges 
the gap between unintuitability and intuitability, here it is God ... who has become 
intuitable." ^^  
Now, we come to the book on Anselm. Hans Urs von Balthasar claims that 
Barth's study on Anselm is the turning-point of his development of theological 
epistemology.26 That means he assumes that we can find some new elements in that 
^ Brace L. McCormack, "Revelation and History in TransfoundationaHst Perspective: Karl Barth's 
Theological Epistemology in Conversation with a Schleiermacherian Tradition", The Journal of 
ReUgion, Vol.78, No.l, ( 1998 )，p.29. 
26 Hans Urs von Balthasar. The Theology of Karl Barth. Tr by Oakes Edward T. San Franciso: 
Ignatius Press. 1992. He is the first person who points out that Barth's theological development can be 
regarded as "from dialectic to analogy". That means Barth's thought can be divided into two periods: 
one is dialectical period, another is analogy of faitk "Just as Augustine underwent two conversions, 
the one from gross error to the true God and to Christianity and the other (much later) from the 
reUgious Neoplatonism of his early writings to an authentic theology, so too in Barth we may find two 
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book. However, it seems that what is done in the book on Anselm is already 
presented in Gottingen dogmatics. Historically speaking, in early 1930，Barth 
accepted the invitation from the University of Bonn to take the chair of systematic 
theology. At that time，Heinrich Scholz ( visiting scholar from Milnster ) was invited 
to Bonn to give a seminar on Anselm in the summer of 1930 on the Proslogion. Barth 
himself had clearly stated that Scholz's interpretation stimulated him to deal with 
Anselm differently.^^ Therefore, firstly，it seems that Barth had no intention to present 
or articulate his own theological framework in the book on Anselm. It is a product of 
response to Scholz. Secondly, it is a book about Anselm. However true it may be at 
decisive turning points. The first, his tum from HberaUsm to radical Christianity, occurred during the 
First World War and found expression in The Epistle to the Romans. The second was his final 
emancipation from the shackles of philosophy, enabling him finaHy to arrive at a genuine, sdf-
authenticating theology. This second conversion was a gradual process, indeed a struggle, that bsted 
nearly ten years, ending at about 1930” (p.93 ) About the periodization ofBarth's theology, Eberhard 
Jtingel and Thomas F. Torrance hold similar points of view, see E. Jungel, Karl Barth, a TheoU>gical 
Legacy, Tr. by Garrett E. Paul. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press，1986. Although Jtingel 
distinguishes Barth's theological development into three different periods mstead of Balthasar's two 
periods and holds that the ideas in the book on Ansebn are akeady inherent in Die christliche Dogmatik 
im Entmirf (1927), he stUI thinks that "Barth abandoned the circular style ofthe dialectic,…analogy 
now comes the formal foundation and structure of Barth's dogmatic assertions." (pp.27, 4142) and 
Thomas F. Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to his Early Theology 1910-1931. London: SCM 
Press，1962. Torrance thinks that “ (t)here can be Uttle doubt that the writing, and pubUcation ... of 
hisParth's] study Fides Quaerens Intellectum represents the decisive tuming-point in his thinking, for 
it marks the final point in his advance from dialectical thinking to Church Dogmatics ... It certainj[y 
had a very far-reaching effect upon Barth's thought, for the writing of the Church Dogmatics, into 
which he threw himsdf immediately afterwards, registers its impact at the important points where the 
connexion between the subject-matter and the form and method is concerned It was in the writing of 
this brilliant and extremely important Uttle work that Barth's understanding of the fundamental nature 
oftheological method clarified and crystaUised hi it he sought to grapple with the problem of scientific 
and exact statement in theology, and hence of the inner relation between faith and reason and of the 
objective, inner necessity of logic that must inform the whole structure of theology. ( pp.182-183 ) 
However, this thesis is recently critiqued by Bruce L, McCormack who thinks that the continuity of 
dialectical theology and analogy of faith is the real picture of Barth's theological development. See 
Bruce L. McCormack, Karl Barth's CriticaUy ReaUstic Dialectical TheoU>gy: Its Genesis and 
DeveU)pment 1909-1936. Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1995，pp.1-28. 
27 Cf. E. Busch, Karl Barth: His Life from Letters and Autobiographical Texts, p.205; K Barth, 
Anselm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum, p.7. Barth said that "I must mention the outward cause, which 
is its own way was also a very inward cause, namely a seminar on Ansehn's Cur Deus homo which I 
held in Bonn during the summer of 1930. The questions and objections of those who took part in this 
seminar and then, most important of aU, a Guest Lecture by my philosopher friend Heinrich Schok of 
Miinster on the Proof of God's Existence in Anselm's Proslogion, produced within me a compeUing 
urge to deal with Ansehn quite drBferently from hitherto, to deal directly with the problematical 
Anselm,..." 
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the end that it tells us more about Barth than it does about Anselm, it is still a study 
on Anselm not Barth himself. Given this historical understanding, we can deal with 
the theoretical problem of this book: Can we really find something new in that book ？ 
The original title of the book on Anselm is Fides Quaerens Intellectum. This 
title says it all -— 'Taith seeking understanding." Simply speaking, our understanding 
of God is always a Nachdenken [thinking after] on the subject of Credo. That means 
our theological knowledge is a posterior reflection on the creed of the Church. 
However, intellectum [understanding] is understood as three different categories. 
Human knowing is ratio, the object of our faith is ratio fidei, the Word of God is 
ratio veritatis. ^^ Anselm concerns that the intelligere is "successful" when it achieves 
a situation that the rationality of the knower is brought to be in conformity with the 
inherent rationality of the object. Therefore, in this theological framework, Anselm 
does not intend to demonstrate a rational "proof of the existence of God which is 
generally accepted in the past. In contrary, in Barth's interpretation, it is hopeless for 
human to employ our limited reasoning to infer from our conceptions to the 
conception of God. Without God's grace and human faith, knowledge of God is not 
possible. This is what exactly Anselm wants to express. 
Every theological statement is an inadequate expression of its 
object. The actual Word of Christ spoken to us is not an 
inadequate expression of its object, though of course every 
attempt on our part, even the highest aad the best, to 
reproduce that Word in thought or in speech is inadequate. 
Strictly speaking, it is only God himself who has a conception 
功 K. Barth, Ansebn: Fides Quaerens InteUectum, pp.4445. 
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of God. All that we have are conceptions of objects, none of 
which is identical with God. Even the most worthy descriptions 
are only relatively worthy of him. He is all that we are able to 
say about him and is not only wholly-other, though certainly he 
alone is true and real, unique and in a category all his own and 
known only to himself.恐 
That means every theological statements are conditioned. The condition is in a 
dialectical way. God must show Himself to our thinking, that means our thinking of 
God must be confirmed to the Word of God. However, the Word of God is still the 
Subject of this knowing event. Simply speaking, we can think and talk about God for 
God speaks to us first，but we are never thinking or taUdng about Him correctly 
because the subject of the knowledge of God is in God's side. Basically，such 
dialectical thinking was used in Der Rdmerhrief for the first time. So, intellectum is a 
dialectical concept. At the same time，we have to remember that a coin has two sides. 
The possibility of theological language is still upheld by Barth. The whole enterprise 
of theological language is a gift given from God. God Himself "shows" Himself for 
us to know Him. He “provides” the appropriate language (the Word of God ) for us 
to speak of Him. Basically, God employs our limited language to describe Him. It is 
possible only in the context of faith. Hence, that is why he strongly believes in faith 
seeking understanding. 
Everything depends not only on the fact that God grants him 
grace to think correctly bout him, but also on the fact that God 
himself comes within his system as the object of this thinking, 
that he “shows，，himself to the thinker and in so doing modifies 
29 Jbid., p.29. 
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“correct，，thinking to an intelligere esse in re. Only thus does 
the grace of Christian knowledge become complete ... The 
knowledge, the intellectus ... is the intellectus fideu That means 
that it can consist only of positive meditation on the object of 
faith ... In the end, the fact that it reaches its goal is grace, 
both with regard to the perception of the goal and the human 
effort to reach it; and therefore in the last analysis it is a 
question of prayer and the answer to prayer. ^^  
Therefore, we have to be aware of two points. Firstly, it is right that analogical 
thinking exists in the book on Anselm but, at the same time，dialectical method has an 
equal weighting in Barth's interpretation of Anselm. Secondly, the most important 
point is that this kind of analogical and dialectical thinking are not presented for the 
first time. Li 1924，Gdttingen dogmatics had akeady intensively explored these ideas. 
So, we cannot find any new elements or gradual development in the book on Anselm. 
As a result, I think Colin Gunton's comment on the book on Anselm is misleading in 
that he thinks that 'Vithout it (the book on Anselm) we should lack vital information 
on why Barth considers theology to be a rational pursuit and on what he conceives to 
give it its rationality." ^^  Because, as mentioned in the above discussion, we have 
30 ft)id, pp.39^0. 
31 Cohn E. Gunton, Becoming and Being: The Doctrine of God in Charles Hartshorne and Karl 
Barth. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978, p.ll7. Jn his recent comment on McCormack's book 
on Barth, he stiUs concerns Barth's own words on the book on Ansehn, "if he says it is a key, should 
we not take him at his word more than is done here T In the response to McCormack, he refiites that 
the basic question are "he/she wiU need to show that there is indeed something new in the Ansehn 
book that would justify the place accorded to it in von Balthasar's periodization" and "his/her case 
would be tremendously help^ by showing that Barth did build on anthropological foundations during 
the course of the 1920's." Their debates are found in CoUn E. Gunton, "Article Review of Bmce 
McCormack's Karl Barth 's Critically Realistic Dialectical Theology: Its Genesis and Development 
1909- 193e\ Scottish Joumal of Theology, Vol.49，No. 4, ( 1996 )，pp.483491; Bmce L. 
McCormack, "Barth in Context: A Response to Professor Gunton", Scottish Joumal of TheoU)gy, 
Vol.49，No. 4, ( 1996 )，pp.491498. 
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found that Barth has already emphased the scientific character of dogmatics in his 
Gottingen dogmatics in a sense that God Himself provides and guarantees the 
possibility of our theological language. Jesus Christ is the object of God's revelation, 
the objectivity of human language is based on the Him. Therefore, dogmatics is a 
scientific inquiry which demands that we think about God rationally. 
Besides, Barth argues that the reason why we humans can speak about and of 
God is that God reveals Himself, Jesus Christ, to us. So，the ontological argument for 
the existence of God provided by Anselm, as Barth understands, is not a rational and 
speculative "proof of God, rather God Himself gives His ontological Being to 
human in history, this Being is Jesus Himself who provides the whole content of God 
Himself. 
God gave himself to him to know and he was able to know 
God. On this foundation,…he has come to know and has 
proved the Existence of God. ... God gave himself as the object 
of his knowledge and God illumined him that he might know 
him as object. Apart from this event there is no proof of the 
D 
existence, that is of the reality of God. 
Christology as a vital key to understand the possibility of theological knowledge. This 
kind of knowledge can be obtained if and only if God Himself reveals Himself. The 
doctrine of Revelation and Christology are interrelated for the former provides the 
form of the theological methodology and the latter gives us the material of this 
method. Without Christology, the doctrine of revelation will be empty. 
32 K. Barth, Ansebn: Fides Quaerens InteUectum, pp. 170-171 
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In a nutshell, from 1922 to 1931，Barth found out the proper methodology to 
rethink the content of Christian theology. We have seen that Christology provides a 
solid foundation for Barth to approach the question of theological knowledge and it 
combines dialectical and analogical thinking into a harmonious relationship. 
Therefore, Hans Urs von Balthasar's thesis is not well-grounded.^^ At the same time, 
we will see that in the next section of this paper Barth uses Christology as the key to 
open the door to all doctrines of Christian theology and starts this project as the work 
ofCD. 
2.3. Christological Concentration: Church Dogmatics 
As the previous section shows, Barth discovered that Christian theology must 
be based on Christological foundation and no other philosophical framework. This 
awareness was first presented in the Gottingen dogmatics in which the doctrine of 
Jesus Christ was formulated as the important foundation to interpret God's Self 
Revelation, and as the methodological integration ofBarth's early dialectical method 
and analogical thinking. This kind of theological structure became the basic 
framework for Barth to develop his mature theology and became the fundamental 
element of CD. ^^  In 1932，Barth desired to write his prolegomena of CD. He says 
33 It is fair to mention that the German edition of Gottingen dogmatics was published after Hans Urs 
von Balthasar's book on Karl Barth. Also, it is clear that Balthasar did not consider the manuscript of 
Gottingen dogmatics before he studied Barth's theological development 
34 For the theological development of Barth, a Korean scholar Sung-yong Jun was recently inspired 
by McCormack's thesis that the so^alled dialectical theology and method of analogy are in continuity 
within the doctrine of Christology. However，he modified that in CD B^ Barth shifts his attention 
from Christological concentration to Christological-Pneimiatological aspect. Moreover, Jun emphases 
that although Barth had shifted his orientation^ the basic theme, the qualitative difference between 
God and man, was stiU maintained For his detailed analysis, see Sung-yong Jun, "A Study on the 
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The positive factor in the new development was this: in these 
years I had to learn that Christian doctrine, if it is to merit its 
name, and if it is to build up the Christian church in the world 
as it needs to be built up, has to be exclusively and consistently 
the doctrine of Jesus Christ ... My new task was to rethink 
everything that I had said before and to put it quite different 
once again, as a theology of the grace of God in Jesus Christ... 
I have discovered that by concentrating on this point I can say 
1 � 
everything far more clearly, unambiguously and simply ... 
Obviously, for Barth, Jesus Christ as the Reality of God has become the only possible 
and legitimate way to think Christian Dogmatics as Christian. ^^  Christology serves 
not only as one of the traditional doctrines as such, but also it establishes the very sole 
foundation for the whole structure of theology. In this sense, we can call Barth as a 
theologian of "Christocentrism". 
For Barth, this Christocentrism does not mean that there is no other theology 
other than Christology or understand the term as "Christomonism". Rather, Barth is 
trying to use Christology as a methodological rule, not an a prior principle, but a rule 
which is established by God who reveals Himself in Jesus Christ. Practically 
speaking, there could be no independent doctrines of creation and anthropology. 
Development ofKari Barth's Theology”，Korea Joumal ofSystematic Theohgy, Vol.l, ( 1997 )， 
pp.2749. 
35 Cf. E.Busch, Karl Barth: His Life from Letters and Autobiographical Texts, p. 210. Italics mine. 
36 K. Barth, CD U2, p. 123. "A Church Dogmatics must ... be christologicaUy determined as a whole 
and in all its parts, as surely as the revealed Word of God, attested by Holy Scripture and proclaimed 
by the Church, is its one and only criterion, and as surely as this revealed Word is identical with Jesus 
Christ. Ifdogmatics cannot regard itsetfand cause itsetfto be regarded as fundamentaUy Christology, it 
has assuredly succumbed to some alien sway and is akeady on the verge of losing its character as 
church dogmatics." 
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because we cannot articulate these doctrines without reference to the convenantal 
purposes or activities of God in Christ and concrete humanity of Jesus respect ive ly?? 
According to Barth's understanding, . 
if Christology in particular insists upon this truth and its 
recognition, it thereby describes as it were an inner circle 
surrounded by a host of other concentric circles in each of 
which it is repeated, and in which its truth and recognition 
must be maintained and expounded. This inner circle can come 
fully into view only if we read the text right to the end，“the 
Word was made flesh." ^ ^ 
Therefore, Barth is different from other liberal theologians such as Hamack and 
Ritschl who also considers Jesus Christ as the focus of Christian message. Both of 
them reduce the essence of Christianity to the Jesus' ethical teaching. However, 
Barth's type of Christocentrism is not Haraack's or Ritschl's type though both of them 
emphasis the importance of Jesus Christ. In fact, Barth attempts to understand every 
doctrine is centered in God's Self-revelation in Jesus Christ. This center is not an 
isolate and independent focus, rather every doctrines ( other concentric circles ) are 
related to this center. So, no theological reduction is founded in Barth's mature 
theology. Hunsinger holds similar point of view in studying Barth's methodology. He 
thinks 
As the living reality to whom his scriptural depiction 
analogically points, and as the divine rationality by whom the 
understanding sought by faith is warranted, Jesus Christ is the 
37 Bmce L. McCormack, Karl Barth，s Criticalfy Realistic DiiUectical Theology: Its Genesis and 
Development 1909-1936, p.454. 
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center of the foundational motifs. As the event of the absolute 
miracle of grace and as the absolute mystery of its content, 
Jesus Christ is the center of the structural motifs. And as the 
objective Mediator of revelation and salvation, in whom the 
truth of God may be known and the reality of humanity found, 
and as the Word of personal address encountered in 
fellowship, attested in witness and appropriated by prayer, he 
is the center of the freestanding motifs. Realism, rationalism, 
actualism, particularism, objectivism, and personalism, as they 
shape Karl Barth's theology, are directed toward Christ the 
39 
center. 
For Hunsinger this concluding paragraph summaries the role of the doctrine of Christ 
in Barth's theology. Jesus Christ is the center of "foundational", "structural" and 
"freestanding" motifs, also different conceptual perspectives are surrounded and 
integrated by this center. The doctrine of Jesus Christ, for Barth, is the rich theological 
resource in which different but related doctrines are shaped. 
Though Christology plays an important role in Barth's understanding，we 
cannot find any chapter in Church Dogmatics on Christology as such. Rather, in my 
understanding, the doctrine of Christ is involved in all parts of dogmatics, t i the light 
of Christology, all other doctrines are related and determined by the Reality and 
action of Jesus Christ. Since Jesus Christ as the Revelation of God is the starting point 
of whole Christian theology, it is natural for Barth that all Christian doctrines must be 
38 K. Barth,CD/)2,p.l33. 
39 G. Hunsinger, How To ReadKarlBarth. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1991，p.233. 
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articulated by the Christological perspectives. Moreover, the doctrine of Jesus Christ is 
not isolated from other doctrines.恥 
Under the above analysis, we can conclude that in CD Barth attempts to use 
Christology as the sole foundation to establish his theology, this methodology has 
undergone a long period of development. From the dialectical period to the analogical 
period, the ontological difference between God and man is still maintained. However， 
the emergence of Christology unifies two different methodologies. At the same time， 
all aspects of Christian theology are dynamically related to the doctrine of Jesus 
Christ. In the following chapters, we will see this relationship between Barth's 
Christology and anthropology in CD and its significance for the Christian-Confucian 
dialogue. 
^ J. Thompson thinks that "there is no such thing as a section on Christology as such in the whole of 
Karl Barth's writings. Yet it is christological through and througk This is due to the fact that Barth's 
theology as a whole and in every part is determined by its relation to Jesus Christ, his being and 
action, so that one camot detach any aspect of it from its christological basis. At the same time the 
person of Christ is never considered in isolation." See J. Thonq^on, Christ in Perspective: 




Barth's Anthropology: Man and Humanity 
3.1. Introduction 
For Barth, Christian anthropology is not well-developed in his early 
theological development for the othemess and the transcendental dimension of God 
are the focus of his early theology. However, in CD, his mature period, anthropology 
was by no means a peripheral issue in his theology. On the one hand, the doctrine of 
humanity is one of the main focuses in the doctrine of creation. ( CD Volume EI). On 
the other side, Barth suggests that anthropology and Christology are interrelated. 
When the divinity and the humanity of Jesus Christ are explored，the genuine 
humanity of human beings will follow. Furthermore, Christ's reconciling work and 
human's existential situation are also related. Therefore, according to Barth, Christian 
anthropology is grounded in Christology. In this chapter, we will see the close 
relationship between these two doctrines. First, the methodology for inquiring about 
real humanity will provide the ground of methodology to tackle the problem of 
humanity. Second, we will see Barth's idea of "real man" in which the genuine 
humanity is discussed. He regards “real man" as "being-for-God" and “being-with-
God." 'TReal man" is never a godless human. Third，the second dimension of 
humanity will be located on the interpersonal relationship. Barth suggests that "real 
humanity" is "being-for-and-with-other-human beings." Real humanity is not an 
isolated self. Lastly, Barth's idea of humanity in the context of the doctrine of 
reconciliation will be explored as well. According to Barth, all these dimensions of 
anthropology are based on the life of Jesus Christ. Without Christology, anthropology, 
for Barth, is not possible. 
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3.2. Jesus Christ as the Starting Point 
For Barth, the basic question about the inquiry the nature of humanity is into 
the methodology of finding the valid foundation to deal with the problem of 
humanity. First of all, in the section called 'Thenomena of the Human", Barth defends 
the thesis that a true understanding of human being cannot be attained from human 
self-understanding. The reason is that there is no point of reference which is outside 
human beings to interpret themselves. ^ The result of any self-interpretation of human 
beings is only a 'Vicious circle". Barth argues that all the findings of the self-
understanding of human being are only the "phenomena" which are "neutral, relative 
and ambiguous." ^ 
They all refer to a human characteristic which is plain to us 
but which unfortunately is of no significance for understanding 
the true nature of man. They all speak in some way or other 
concerning man, but they are not really speaking about him. 
They are really speaking about that phantom man, i.e., about 
certain human characteristics in which each will recognize 
traits of his own nature, but in which no one wiU discover 
himself, or what he truly is. They are speaking only about 
1 K. Barth, CD, W2, p. 75. "For the point at issue is who is the man who wants to know himscLf and 
thinks he can ？ How does he reach the platform from which he thinks he can see himsetf ？ What kind 
of a pbtfonn is it, and what kind of a knowledge will he give himsetffrom it, when for some reason he 
wants to see himsdf otherwise than from God, looking at himsetf and not at God" 
2 H)id, p.76. 
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knives without edges, or handles without pots, or predicates 
without subjects. ^ 
Therefore, Barth is not rejecting the findings of self-interpretation and treats all of 
them as useless and incorrect. What he wants to point out is that, first, the 
characteristics of ordinary human beings cannot be identified as the knowledge of 
“real man." Second, it is easy to misuse the symptoms to cover the "real man" and 
misinterpret them. So，all those ordinary human characteristics can be understood 
correctly only after we know what the “real man" is. 
Jf human self-understanding cannot offer genuine information about himself / 
herself, from what "platform" should human beings look at themselves ？ In answering 
to his student's question about the real humanity, Barth provided a concise summary 
on his doctrine of anthropology. This passage is worth quoting in full for it provides 
the key to the following discussion. 
Jesus Christ is the only real man for God. Everything depends 
on what we means by "real". Here I do not mean that we men 
do not exist, but that there is a kind of existing that lacks 
reality. Man in sin exists, but is not “real reality". He does not 
accomplish what it means to be a man. Yes, Christ is the only 
real man before God. He fulfils the real existence of man. We 
do not We have an incomplete or lost reality. My point in 
anthropology is that every man is a virtual brother of Christ, 
because the whole world is healed in and through Christ ... 
Because there is no man without Christ ... we may say that 
3 fl)id. 
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there is no reality of manhood apart from Him. However, 
humanity does not begin only in Christ If it begins there, it is 
only because man discovers truth, because he discovers Christ 
...Even before he becomes a Christian he is in continuity with 
God in Christ, but he has not yet discovered it. He realizes it 
only when he begins to believe. ^ 
According to Barth, a new quest of real humanity arises out of the failure of human 
autonomous self-understanding. He makes a sharp distinction between the 
"phenomena" and the "reality" in our understanding of the human. The reasons are 
twofold. One is the human characteristics discovered by human being are incomplete. 
Other is, as a sinner，the phenomena human being knows about himself / herself are 
“in the corruption and distortion of his being, how can we even begin to answer the 
question about his creaturely nature ？" ^ So, Barth provides his own answer: A true 
understanding of real humanity is to start not with man 's self knowledge but with the 
real man Jesus. ^ Barth asserts that 1. Only Jesus is the real man before God; 2. We， 
human being, are not real man in a sense that we exist without in a “real reality"; 3. 
Human being is in a continuity with God in Christ even he / she is not a Christian. 
These three important points provide the fundamental ideas for us to follow and to 
investigate the content ofBarth's doctrine of anthropology. 
4 K. Barth, KarlBarth's Table Talk. Ed by J.D. Godsey. Edinburgh & London: OHver & Boyd^ 1963, 
p.l5. 
5 K. Barth, CD,腿,p.27. 
6 ftid, p. 41，44. "As the man Jesus is Himsetf the revealing word of God, he is the source of our 
knowledge of the nature of man as created by God .. • the choice of this point of departure means 
nothing more or less than the founding of anthropology on Christology." 
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Theologically speaking, the real nature ofhumanity, for Barth, is not primarily 
found in Adam, but in Christ. Jn Barth's Christ and Adam, he fmds that "the 
relationship between Adam and us reveals not the primary but only secondary 
anthropological truth and ordering principle." ^ The primary truth and principle is 
found in Jesus Christ. Barth holds that the relationship between Adam and us must be 
interpreted under the relationship between Christ and us though Christ is called as 
“second Adam". The reason is that, Barth emphases, it is only “Christ who vouches 
for the authenticity of Adam and not Adam who vouches for the authenticity of 
• 8 
Christ." Jn Barth's understanding, the authentic human nature of Christ is not 
understood from the perspective of Adam, rather the latter is understood from the real 
nature of Christ. So, ifBarth is right, what we talk about the human nature of Christ it 
is not from the perspective of human Adam. Rather, because Christ reveals what a 
"real man” is, we can talk about the human nature of Adam. ‘The same human nature 
appears in both [Christ and Adam] but the humanity of Adam is only real and genuine 
in so far as it reflects and corresponds to the humanity of Christ” ^ In sum, our 
relationship to Christ provides an essential and superior priority over our relationship 
to Adam. Adam is only the "provisional copy" of the real humanity that is in Christ. ^ ^ 
Actually, Barth distinguishes the meaning of "man" and "humanity", '^eal 
man" refers primarily to Jesus Christ and secondarily to other men in their redeemed 
state, '^[umanity" refers to the relationship between man and man. We can say that 
7 K. Barth, Christ andAdam. Man and Humanity in Romcm 5. Tr by T. A. Smail. New York: Harper 
& Brothers PubUshers, 1956，p. 29. 
8 ft>id,卯.34-35. 
9 ft)id, p.35. ItaUcs mine. 
� i d 
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"real man" denotes the relationship between God and man, "humanity" denotes the 
relationship between man and man. ^ Ln the next two sections, the theological 
meaning of these two terms will be explored. 
3.3. Real Man: The Ontological Relationship between God and Human 
As the previous section shows that, for Barth, the only alternative for a true 
understanding of real humanity is to start with the real man Jesus not with human self 
knowledge. That means the history of Jesus provides the form and material content for 
us to understand the meaning of "real man." Barth asserts that since the man Jesus is 
for God ( for His presence，His divine deliverance，and therefore for His own glory, 
freedom and love ), ^^  man as the being in the history [ Geschichte ] of Jesus' 
humanity also shares the "ontological determination" [ ontologische Bestimmung ]. ^^ 
According to McLean, Barth distinguishes the formal and material dimension of “real 
man."丄斗 The formal perspective of "real man," for Barth, is "to be a man is to be with 
God." 15 
u Li CD EI/2, Barth provides four important categories to analysis human existence. They are "real 
man" ( § 44 ) refers God-man relationship, "humanity" ( § 45 ) refers man-man relationship, "whole 
man" (§ 46) refers the relationship between man and himseMiersetf, "man in his time" ( § 47) refers 
to man's rebtionship with temporaHty. La this thesis, I onJ[y deal with the first two. About the 
meaning of "man" and "humamty", I foUow McLean's point of view. See, Stuart D. McLean, "The 
Humanity ofMan in Karl Barth's Thought", Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol. 28. No.2. ( 1975 )， 
p.l27. 
12 K. Barth, CD m/2, pp.68-71. 
13 正1丄，p 132, 'The ontological determination of humanity is ground in the fact that one man among 
all others is the man Jesus." 
w Stuart McLean, Humanky in the Thought ofKarl Barth. Edinburgh; T & T Clark^  1981，p. 29. 
''Th&formal dimension of real man is the relationship between God and man --- the fact that man is 
from, to, and with God ... the material definition of real man in four stages. First, the being of man as 
the being with Jesus rests on the caU of God and the hearing of the Word of God Secondly, this 
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From the formal dimension, no human being is without God. 'Whatever else 
he is, he is on the basis of the fact that he is with Jesus and therefore with God." ^^  
This kind of human existence -— humanity is with Jesus and God --- is a kind of 
ontological determination of humanity. Though human being exists in a godless way 
in a existential sense，Barth argues that, in a ontological sense，this is not true. 
If it is not indifferent, incidental or subordinate, but 
ontologically decisive, that one man among aU others is the 
man Jesus; if to be a man is to dwell with this man who is our 
true and absolute Counterpart; if to be a man is to be 
concretely confronted with this man who is like us for all that 
He is so unlike in the full majesty of God, then the fact that we 
are with God is not merely one of many determinations of our 
being, derivative and mutable, but the basic determination, 
1 n 
original and immutable. 
Therefore，it is reasonable that, for Barth, human being existing in a godless way is not 
the real and ontological modes of being. It is not possible for human being to be 
without God. So，Barth names this unreality of human existence as "ontological 
impossible." [ ontologische Unmoglichkeit ] ^^ 
rehtionship is understood as 'histoty'. Thirdly, the being of man is more precisely defined by 
thanksgiving 一 as being -in-gratitude. Finally, the nature of real man is defined as responsibiHty —_ 






Godlessness is not ... a possibUity, but an ontoIogical 
impossibility for man. ... Sin itself is not a possibility but an 
ontoIogical impossibility for man.... This means that our being 
does not include but excludes sin. To be in sin, in godlessness, is 
a mode of being contrary to our humanity. ^^  
According to the ontoIogical determination of man, when one chooses evil and enters 
into conflict with God, he / she is "making himself / herself impossible." ：。Therefore, 
“real man" is never a genuinely godless human. 
After the formal dimension of the “real man" in the thought of Karl Barth is 
discussed, the material dimension is also playing an important role in Barth's 
anthropology. Li the section 44 part 3 of CD, Barth spends about sixty pages to discuss 
this material content of "real man." Basically, Barth's ideas of the material perspective 
of “real man" are divided into four levels: 1. Being of human is the being with Jesus 
rests on the election of God and the hearing of the Word of God; 2. Being of human is 
a history; 3. Being of human is being-in-gratitude; 4. Being of human is being-in-
responsibility. 
Firstly, on the first level，being of human with Jesus is based on the election 
of God and it consists in the hearing of the Word of God. ^^  Jesus is elected by God. 
Therefore, human being with Jesus is also with God, human himself / herself is a 
creature elected in the divine election of grace. Barth points out that Jesus is '^he 
1 9臓 
2�ft>id, pp. 14647. 
^' Jbi±, p.l42. 
, 
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penetrating spearhead of the will of God their ( human ) Creator." ^^  In the being of 
Jesus Christ, God's will is already fulfilled and revealed and the purpose of God for all 
human being and creatures has reached its goal. ^^  The possibility of all these 
assertions are ground by God's election. Because Jesus is elected and chosen by God 
in His grace, God's purpose for human being as “real man” is represented by Jesus. On 
the other hand, because the man Jesus Himself is the Word of God, God speaks 
Himself, thinks Himself and is conscious of Himself through the etemal Logos (the 
Word of God, Jesus ). ^^  Therefore，Jesus Christ has a double roles. One is that He is 
received by the Word of God. That means he is the sum of the divine address to the 
created cosmos. Second is that he Himself is the divine address and summons not only 
the bearer of the divine address ^^  but also the being of human is addressed and 
summoned by God. 'Men are those who are summoned by this Word." ^^  
Secondly, "the being of man is a history." ^^  Barth argues that the existence of 
Jesus Christ teaches us that the being ofhuman is a history. ^^  The existence of human 
being is a history, not in a sense that we have a history. Barth thinks that the meaning 
of the concept ofhistory is different from the concept of state. The latter is never open 
to more than certain particular movements. However, '^he history of being begins, 
continues and is completed when something other than itself and transcending its own 
22臓，p. i43 . 
^ f t i d 
^^ftid,p.l47. 
^ ftid, pp.147-51. 
26 Hjid, p.l50. 




nature encounters it, approaches it arid determines its being in the nature proper to it, 
so that it is compelled and enabled to transcend itself in response and in relation to this 
new factor." ^^  History occurs when something happens to a being in a certain state 
and when something takes place upon and to the being as it is. That means God's will 
and decision breaks in the history of the being. In Jesus' history, we can see not only 
the eteraal will and counsel of God but also the history of the covenant and salvation 
and revelation inaugurated by God. ^^  Therefore, a human being is what he is a 
creature, “as the man Jesus, and in Him God Himself, moves towards him, and as he 
moves towards the man Jesus and therefore towards God." ^^  The movement of 
"towards" or “to Him" interprets human being which is not a kind of self-centered 
movement and self-contained being. 
Thirdly, based on the above discussions, being a human is always being in the 
election by God and being-in-history, Barth continues to say that being-in-gratitude is 
n 
also the mode of human beings. To be grateful is to recognize a benefit and to 
1 "5 
understand it as such, as a good which one could not take for oneself. Barth 
emphases that the attitude of being grateful is being-in-received, “as an action which 
one could not perform for oneself but which has nevertheless happened to one." ^^  
29 M d , p.l58. 
3 � ^ k i , p.l60. 
3ijbid.，pp.l61~62. 
32 ft)id, p.l66. "If the Word of God in which man is’ and is therefore historical, is a Word of divine 
grace, if he is thus summoned to hear and obey this Word, i.e., to be，and to continue to be, in the 
hearing of this Word, then the being of man can and must be more precisely defined as a being in 
gratitude." 
33 ftid, p.l67. 
34 ftid 
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Therefore, the existence of the being of human is constituted by the grace of God ( 
Benefactor ) which can only be received by human being. 
Lastly, human being are distinct from other creatures by the fact that human 
beings are "being-in-responsibility". 'T)eriving from God, it ( human being ) is an 
15 
object in pure receptivity." Human beings is open to God. This openness is a kind of 
pure spontaneity. Barth understands this human spontaneity under the concept of 
responsibility. ‘TBeing, human thanksgiving, has the character of responsibility." ^^  
Because the being of human is always in hearing the Word of God and its being is 
constituted by the grace of God, then the being of human is an answer, a response. A 
Human being is a being lived in the act of answering the Word of God. 
Jn the above discussion, Barth's idea of “real man” is explored as the 
ontological relationship between God and human. However, this vertical dimension 
between God and humanity is incomplete if the horizontal dimension is lack. The 
horizontal perspective, for Barth, is the main focus of the concept of humanity which 
deals with the relationship between human beings. So, in the next section, we will see 
how Barth articulates that the interpersonal relationships of human beings is based on 
his Christology. 
3.4. Real Humanity: Being-With-the-Other 
35 ft>id, p.l74. 
36 fl5id 
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Barth argues that Christology is the key to understanding our humanity. 
Therefore，we have to start our investigation of humanity from the ground of the man 
Jesus. Also, like the analysis of "real man," Barth distinguishes the formal and 
material content ofhumanity. For Barth, the analogy between God's being and human 
is by no means an "analogy of beings" [ analogia entis ] ^^  rather it is a kind of 
“analogy of relation." [ analogia relationis ] This analogy of relation consists in 
different relationships. However, the fundamental one is the God-man relationship in 
the etemal covenant. This eteraal covenant is revealed in the humanity of Jesus. In the 
humanity of Jesus, it presents the two fundamental dimensions: human being for God 
and human for human. 
If the divinity of the man Jesus is to be described 
comprehensively in the statement that He is man for God. His 
humanity can and must described no less succinctly in the 
proposition that He is man for man, for other man, His 
fellow.38 
This double assertions of Jesus' existence provides the form content of humanity as 
the I-Thou relationship. This I-Thou relationship consists of three different but related 
aspects: I-Thou relationship within God Himself, I-Thou relationship between God 
and human being，and I-Thou relationship between human beings. In God's inner 
being, there is a relational being in God Himself, etemal relationship between Father 
and Son. ^^  Father and Son exist in the I-Thou relationship. And this relationship in the 
37 ft>id, p.220. 
38 Md, p.208. 
39 n>id, p.218. "H" 'God for man’ is the etemal covenant revealed and eflfective in time in the humanity 
of Jesus, in this decision of the Creator for the creature there arises a rebtionship which is not alien to 
the Creator, to God as God, but we might abnost say appropriate and natural to Him. God repeats in 
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inner divine Being is reflected in God's etemal covenant with human ( God-man ) and 
this etemal covenant ( God-man ) is reflected and functioned with and in the humanity 
ofJesus. (human-human). 
The above triune relationship of analogy of relation provide the "ontological 
determination" of humanity, the horizontal dimension of human ontological reality. 
For Barth, a humanity which is ontological covenantal cannot be something individual 
or a essential substance closed in itself, but a being in togetherness, a fellow-humanity. 
[Mitmenschlichkeit ]如 Barth writes a formula: 
‘‘I am as Thou art," tells us that the encounter between I and 
Thou is not arbitrary or accidental, that it is not incidentally 
but essentially proper to the concept of man. ^^  
He argues that every supposed humanity which is not from the very first fellow-
humanity is inhumanity. Therefore, to be is to be in relation with others. For Barth, a 
human being is not an isolated, self-contained Descartes's ego. Rather, a human being 
is always understood in a relationship with others. “1” and "Thou" are interdependent. 
42 Barth continues to present four material contents of the idea of being-with-other: ^^  
this relationship ad extra a relationship proper to HimsetfinHis inner divine essence. Entering into this 
rehtionship，He makes a copy ofHimsetf^" 
恥 R>id, p. 222-96. 
41 fl5id, p.248. 
42 McLean thinks that this idea of being-in-rehtionship "does not necessarily depend on theology, for 
much of it has been arrived at by non-theologians or non-Christians, e.g., Buber and Confucius. 
However, the criterion of its adequacy and its vaHdity ... depend upon theology." See，Stuart McLean, 
Humanity in the Thought of Karl Barth, p.39. For Barth's similar perspective, see CD lJU2, p.277. 
"We need not be surprised that there are approximations and simibrities. Meed, m this very fact we 
may even see a certain confirmation of our results -— a confirmation which we do not need and which 
wiU not cause us any particular excitement, but of which, in view of its occurrence, we shaU not be 
ashamed Why should there not be confirmation of this kind ？ In this context we are not speaking of 
the Christian in particular but of man in general, and therefore of something which has been the 
object of all kinds of 'worldly,, i.e., non-Christian wisdom:, (ItaUcs mine). 
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1. A being in which one human looks the other in the eye; 2. the fact that there is 
mutual speech and hearing; 3. the fact that we render mutual assistance in the act of 
being; 4. the fact that all this is done, on both sides, with gladness. 
Firstly, "being in encounter is a being in which one man looks the other in the 
eye." ^ Barth argues that man's being is visible to another being. “To see the other 
thus means directly to let oneself be seen by him." ^^  Both parties are seen by others 
when they want to see the others. Barth raises the idea of seeing on a ontological level. 
We discover other humans when we open to others. That means “see，，and “is seen” 
"together constitute the full human significance of the eye and its seeing.，’ ^^  Barth 
emphases the openness of the being in this mutual sight. Being a human being is 
being-in-encounter in openness of the one to the other with a view to and on behalf of 
the other. 'T' cannot hide myself or refuse to be seen by the ‘Thou” They are both 
open to one another. Ontologically speaking, human being is h^mg-for-Thou, not 
htrng-for-myself. 
Secondly，"being in encounter consists in the fact that there is mutual speech 
and hearing." ^^  If we want to taUc about the mutual communication of human beings, 
being open and seeing are limited. The reason is that we continue to use our own 
concepts to interpret others. The only way to estabUsh the communication is in action 
with each others. Barth thinks that 'Svhat is need at this point is speech.... Humanity as 
43 K. Barth, CD ffl/2，pp.250-72. 
^ ft)id, p.250. 
''Void. 
46fl5id. 
47 ftid, p.252. 
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encounter must become the event of speech. And speech means comprehensively 
reciprocal expression and its reciprocal reception, reciprocal address and its reciprocal 
reception."招 Then, being-with-other is not only being seen by others, but also being 
in hearing and speech. 
Thirdly, “being in encounter consists in the fact that we render mutual 
assistance in the act of being.” ^^  Human being is always being-/or. The mutual 
assistance, for Barth, is the giving and receiving assistance in our humanity. Humanity 
always needs the assistance of others and, at the same time, needs to take care of 
others. ^^  Li this aspect, human beings must be aware of the limitation of the being. 
‘To be human, and therefore to act accordingly, confessing both the need of assistance 
and the willingness to render it, is supremely natural and not unnatural." ^^  
Lastly, "being in encounter consists in the fact that all the occurrence which 
we have so far described as the basic form of humanity stands under the sign that it is 
tf/^ 
done on both sides with gladness." Barth calls the gladness as the final and last step 
^ / 5 
of humanity. The above three descriptions of fellow humanity will suffer an 
essential lack and be empty ifhuman does those things without acting in gladness. ^^  If 
^ ftid, p.253. 
49 Md., p.260. 
50 R)id, p.263. "My humanity depends on the fact that I am always aware, and my action is determined 
by the awareness, that I need the assistance of others as a fish needs water. It depends upon my not 
being content with what I can do for mysetf, but calling for the Thou to give me the benefit of his 
action as weU." 
51 Jbid., p.264. 
52 臓 , p 265. 
53臓 
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human being is only human externally in the I-Thou relationship of seeing, hearing 
and assistance, he does not do them "gladly," then he is intemally inhuman. 
In a nutshell, Barth asserts that the real humanity is in the form of I-thou 
mutual relationship. This dialogical structure of human constitutes the basic character 
of real humanity as being-with-other. Therefore，in Barth's anthropology, the reality of 
human being is always "being with God” and "being with other". This 
anthropological assertion is based on the man Jesus who provides the form and 
material contents. 
3.4. Real Man as Redeemed Man; Human Being in the Doctrine ofReconciliation 
As the previous two sections shows, if we quest for a real humanity, we can 
only go back to the humanity of Jesus Christ. For he is the only real man. However, in 
the concrete situation of humanity, distorted humanity is a fact that make it seem that 
we are not so real That means Barth had to deal with the problem of depravity of 
humanity which conceals the original good human nature. Actually, Barth indicates his 
awareness in the opening discussion of CD JW2: 
We must insist on two points. On the one hand, the realization 
of the total and radicai corruption of human nature must not 
be weakened. ... On the other hand, the question of human 
nature as constituted by God is reasonable and necessary. We 
54 ft)id, "Our description of the three preceding stages still lacks a certain dimension without the 
underscoring of which we stiU fall short of the human as such. AU that we have so far said about the 
rehtionship of I and Thou, ... however reaUstic outwardly the picture of real man, might seem to be no 
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have no right to be frightened by the difficulty which seems to 
make the answering of this question almost hopeless ... Lti this 
event, how can we succeed in distinguishing between the 
depravity which conceals and the nature which is concealed， 
between the inhumanity and the humanity of man ？ ^^ 
ln Barth's writings, we fmd that he does not indicate an overlooking of the place of sin 
in human nature though he thinks that sin is "impossible possibility." What Barth is 
concerned with “is with the nature of man as God created it good." ^^  Therefore, he 
has to trace back to human original structure and go beyond the reality of sin. 
However，it does not mean that sin in humanity is ignored by Barth. For Barth, the 
phenomena of human sin are described as "pride" ( § 60 ), "sloth" ( § 65 ) and 
“falsehood.” ( § 70 ) Before we deal with these three concepts of sin, we have to bear 
in mind that if Jesus represents not only the image of God but also image of human, 
the human mode of existence as pride, sloth and falsehood are in antithesis to the 
reality ofhumanity revealed in Jesus' humanity. 
'Tride" denotes the disobedience and unbelief of human being. The meaning is 
that human beings seek to be like God but he / she can never do it. The result is that 
“he will always fall back on himself and still be man.” ^^  Human being is created as 
creature not creator, ][f human being ceased to be a creature, he / she will contradict 
himself / herself. ^^  The second aspect of human sin is "sloth". Sloth means 
more than the description of a fair compHcated mechanism, or, more orgamcatly, of a perfect flower 
unfortunately detach^ from its roots. ” 
55臓，卯 29-30. ItaUcs mine. 
'^Md,p.x, 
57 K. Barth, CD IV/1, p.414, 419. 
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"sluggishness, indolence, slowness or inertia” ^^  Barth points out that sloth represents 
a fourfold distorted relationship with God, others, self and temporality. First, sin as 
sloth causes human to reject the Word of God. 6�Second，sin as sloth leads to 
reluctance which is the source of the notorious inhumanity ofhuman life and society. 
61 Third, sin as sloth brings dissipation and thus self-destruction. ^^  Finally, sin as sloth 
entails anxiety and the "prisoner of care." ^^  The third aspect of human sin is 
“falsehood” It consists in a movement of evasion by attempting another kind oftruth. 
For Barth, “man is forced to live with this distorted image which he has set up by his 
falsehood and which corresponds to i t” ^^  because sin as falsehood will deform, distort 
and corrupt his / her whole being. 
Therefore，we can see that sin as the unreality ofhumanity is not in the form of 
ignorance and incompleteness，rather it is the distortion of human whole real being. 
So，for Barth, Jesus' reconciliation not only discloses the reality ofhumanity through 
incarnation, but also reconstitutes human being through the humanity ofJesus Christ. 
5g • "" " ‘ " • “ • _• I 丨-
ft>id，p.419. "It is not paradoxical or absuni that God becomes and is man. It does not contradict the 
concept of God It fiUfils it It reveals the gloty of god But it is certainly paradoxical and absurd that 
man wants to be as God It contradicts the concept of man. It destroys it. Man ceased to be man when 
he wants this” 
诉 K. Barth,CZ)IV/2,p.403. 
胡 ft>id, pp.409-20. 
61 fl5id, pp.43245. 
62 a>id, pp.452^4. 
63 Md, pp.467-75. 
^ ftid, pp.468-73. 
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Reconciliation, for Barth, thus is not simply a 'Vretched expedient" in the face 
of human sin. ^^  Rather, it is a realization and fulfillment of God's eteraal will and 
grace. ^^  That means the coming of Jesus Christ discloses the possibility of 
completeness by fulfilling God's etemal covenant of grace. So, a human being can 
attain his whole and complete being through God's incamation and redemption. 
3.5. Conclusion 
The reality of human beings must start from the real man Jesus who provides 
the basic form of "real man" and "real humanity" as being with God and being with 
other human. From the history of the man Jesus, we know what a “real man" is. Also, -
Barth emphases that the reality of real human beings is represented in Jesus, man for 
God and man for man. We, human beings, must discover this fact in order to 
rediscover our real humanity. However，the above exploration of real humanity is not 
completed ifwe miss the in-depth study ofBarth's Christology. As Barth shows that, 
anthropology is based on Christology. So，in the next chapter, we will discuss two 
fundamental doctrinal issues related the doctrine of Christ. First, Barth's doctrine of 
election will provide the fundamental theological ground for the humanity of Jesus 
which is also the foundation of the doctrine of humanity. Second, Barth's 
anhypostatic-enhypostatic Christology will establish the ontological relationship 
between Jesus' humanity and Logos. To chose these two theological doctrines to 
discuss is not arbitrary for both of them are closely related to the humanity ofJesus. 
65 K. Barth, CD IV/1, p.64, pp.47^9. 
^ ft>id., p.4^. 
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Chapter Four 
Barth's Christology: Jesus' Humanity 
4.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we have discussed the content of Barth's 
anthropology, which is shaped by the understanding of his christological foundation. 
Li this chapter, we will tum to this Christological foundation ofBarth's anthropology. 
In order to present a clear picture of Barth's understanding of his Christological 
anthropology, Barth's understanding of Jesus' humanity must be examined. In this 
context, we will also discuss two different but related loci of Barth's theology: the 
doctrine of election and the doctrine of two natures in Jesus Christ. In Barth's doctrine 
of election, the genuine human nature is founded in the election of Jesus. We will see 
that although the ontological determination of human beings is founded on God's 
eteraal decree in Jesus, human existential reality has not been neglected under the idea 
of the actualization of the election. Ln the discussion of Jesus' humanity, we will see 
that Barth's cmhypostatic^enhypostatic Christology provides a framework for us to 
rethink traditional Christological problems and Christian understanding of God as non-
inhuman God and real man as non-Godless man. 
4.2. Jesus Christ as the Electing God and Elected Man: Humanity in the Barth's 
Doctrine ofElection 
4.2.1. Doctrine ofElection as the Doctrine of God Himself 
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According to Barth, the doctrine of election is not just one of the doctrines of 
Christian theology，rather it is the sum of the Christian gospel in which God elects 
Himself and elects human being. ^ Barth understands that the doctrine of election has 
the priority over other doctrines. 'There can be no Christian truth which does not 
from the very first contain within itself as its basis the fact that from and to all 
etemity God is the electing God. There can be no tenet of Christian doctrine which if 
it is to be a Christian tenet does not necessarily reflect both in form and content this 
divine electing.”� From this doctrine, we will see Barth's two radical reinterpretations 
of the doctrine of election. One is this doctrine as the part of the doctrine of God 
Himself. The other is Jesus Christ as the electing God and elected man. 
Barth emphasizes that previous theologians misunderstood the subject matter 
of the doctrine of election which is wrongly interpreted as being mainly concerned 
with men elected or rejected. Barth announces that the fundamental position of this 
doctrine is to concem God Himself who is "in Himself, in the primal and basic 
decision in which He wills to be and actually is God, in the mystery of what takes 
place from and to all etemity within Himself, within His triune being, God is none 
other than the One who in His Son or Word elects Himself, and in and with Himself 
elects His people." ^ Therefore, the primary subject of the doctrine of election is that 
God elects Himself to be God. It is the "primal decision." That means from the very 
beginning, before creation, reconciliation and redemption, God elects Himself before 
1 K. Barth, CD H/2, p.3. "The doctrine of election is the sum of the Gospel because of aU words that 
can be said or heard it is the bast: that God elects man; that God is for man too the One who loves in 
freedom. It is ground in the knowledge of Jesus Christ because He is both the electing God and elected 
man in One. It is part of the doctrine of God because originaUy God's election of man is a 
predestination not merely of man but ofHi'msetf. Its function is to bear basic testimony to etemal, free 
and unchanging grace as the begmning of aU the ways and works of God" 
2 ftid, p.77. 
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electing His creatures. This is a self-determination act of God who determines His 
Being as the triune Being. Li sum, God elects Himself as the electing One. ^  
In this respect, God's primal decision is the beginning of all the works of 
God. It is not surprising that Barth's doctrine of election has the character of 
supralapsaum. ^ However, Barth emphases is that he rejects the idea of decretum 
absolutum [absolute decree]. The reason is that the supralapsarianism thinks of God's 
etemal decree and decision without considering the concrete ChristoIogical 
foundation. Barth presents us with a decretum concretum [concrete decree], 
'Tredestination is the divine act of will itself and not an abstractionfrom or fixed and 
static result of it” ^ God's essence is not understood apart from His act and will. In 
Barth's mind, the deepest depths of God's Godhead is "an event”，an event of His 
action. His action is manifested by the revelation of God. "God is in His acts." The 
idea of God is always in concreto. Li this context, we can say that God is a living God 
7 
who wills and acts from all etemity in the divine election. 
3 ft)id, p.76. ItaUcs mine. 
4 CoHn Gunton rightly points out that the impression of Barth as a umversaMst is caused by the 
ignorance of the doctrine of election as the Barth's doctrine of God primarily. See Colin Gunton, 
‘The Doctrine of God Karl Barth's doctrine of election as part of his doctrine of God", Theohgy 
through the TheoU>gians. Edinburgh: T & T Clark^  1996，p. 88-104. Also see J.D. Bettis, "Is Karl 
Barth a UniversaHst ？”，Scottish Journal ofTheology, Vol.20, No.4 ( 1967 )，p.423^36. 
5 Supra lapsum means "the election and reprobation of individuals are logicaUy prior to the divine 
decree of creation and the divine ordination to permit the faU. In the divine mind, the human subject 
of election and reprobation is conceived as creabilis et labilis, creatable and faUible, i.e., as a 
possibiMty for creation and as capable of faUing. In this view, the prior purpose of God is the 
manifestation of his gloty in the mercy of election and the justice of reprobation, while the creation 
itsetf and the decree to permit the faU are secondary purposes, or means to the end, of election and 
reprobation." Cf. Richard A MuUer, Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological Terms, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 1985, p, 292. 
6 K. Barth, CD U/2, p. 181. Italics mine. 
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4.2.2. Jesus Christ is the Electing God and Elected Man 
Apart from the radical understanding of the doctrine of election as the doctrine 
of God Himself, Barth presents another radical aspect in interpreting the doctrine of 
election upon his Christological ground: Jesus Christ is the electing God and the 
elected man 
Starting from Jn. l . l f , we have laid down and developed two 
statements concerning the election of Jesus Christ. The first is 
that Jesus Christ is the electing God. This statement answers 
the question of the Subject of the eternal election of grace. And 
the second is that Jesus Christ is the elected man. This 
statement answers the question of the Object of the eternal 
election of grace. Strictly speaking, the whole dogma of 
« 8 predestination is contained in these two statements. 
Therefore, Barth rejects the traditional theological idea that the sole subject of God's 
election is the Father. ^ For Barth, Father and Son are not separated from each other. 
Both of them are not only interrelated but also mutually conditioned. Under the 
doctrine of perichoresis, the divine modes of beings are interpenetrated with each 
other. So, the fatherhood of the Father cannot be understood apart from the sonship of 
the Son and vice versa. This inner-relationship of God Himself is decided by the triune 
God Himself from the etemity to etemity. Jf so, when Father elects. Son elects too. 
7 Md, p. 268. 
8 fl)id, p.l45. 
9 Barth's critical review in his historical survey, see ft)id, pp.106-115. 
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‘There is no such thing as a will of God apart from the will of Jesus C h r i s t . " � 
Moreover, Jesus Christ is no longer understood as the passive Object in the divine 
election. The radical point is not only the above trinitarian understanding of God 
Himself, but rather Jesus Christ as the active Subject in the divine election. This means 
that "God in the second mode of being ( Son ) determines himself to be the God who 
elects the man Jesus and chooses oneness with him, makes the Son the object of an 
election taking place in God himself." u ‘The etemal Son elects his election by the 
Father. Thus in the intra-trinitarian being he elects obedience” ^^ The interesting 
theological idea is that the Son elects himself (obedience ) to be the elected One. The 
electing act ( chose ) and the elected act ( obedience ) are united in the person of the 
Son. Lf so, the Son's election is a self-determination and this self-determination is 
unconditional. It is because the self-determination is the Son's Himself, not from other 
alien entities. Li other words, it is only conditioned by the Subject in Himself. 
The above discussion is primarily focused on Jesus Christ as the electing God. 
Barth's other aspect of Christological understanding of the doctrine of election is Jesus 
Christ as the elected man. Jesus Christ is the elected man, not only the first of the 
elect. 13 Jesus Christ is "not merely one of the elect but the elect of God ... He does 
not stand alongside the rest of the elect，but before and above them as the One who is 
10 ft)id,p. 105,115. 
11 ft>id, p.l03. 
12 Jbi±, p.l05. 
13 HartweU is right that ‘‘He is not only the first of the elect, let alone one of the elect, but the Elect 
and as such is exalted to etemal union with His Father in heaven, whereas aU other men are elected in 
Him and through Him since it is He, and He alone, who enables them to stand before God as those 
who ... yet are justified by faith in Him and as such are represented by Him." See H. HartweU，The 
Theology of Karl Barth: An Introduction. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1964, p, 110. 
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originally and properly the Elect." ^^  The election of Jesus Christ is the all-inclusive 
and original election, that means it is universally valid. The history of the man Jesus is 
elected by God for rejection, damnation and death. For humanity, God wills to lose in 
order that human beings may gain. Therefore, Barth revises the doctrine of double 
predestination which is that God saves some people and rejects other. God's Yes and 
God's No are understood in the person of Jesus Christ. God's Yes is intended for 
human beings who, according to God's etemal plan, are graciously elected for 
fellowship with Himself in spite of human sinfulness. God's No, the rejection, is for 
Himself because Jesus Christ has to suffer and die.^ ^ Therefore, Jesus Christ is the 
only one who from the etemity was intended to suffer the penalty of death and his 
sacrificial death opens the way for all human beings to etemal salvation. Then, human 
beings will become the children of God because Jesus Christ is the only rejected one. 
4.2.3. Humanity in the Doctrine of Election 
In the previous two sections, we have seen that Barth's doctrine of election 
provides a solid theological foundation to understand the humanity of Jesus Christ, the 
elected man. Moreover, Jesus Christ is elected by God in His etemal decree to carry 
out His etemal plan for human beings. That means，in God's etemal election, 
humanity is elected to be in fellowship with God. Because Jesus, the elected man, is 
14 K.Barth,CDn/2,p. 116. 
15 ftid, i^. 122 ff. Cf. R HartweU, The TheoU>gy ofKarl Barth: An Introduction. Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1964, p. 110; G. C. Berkouwer, The Triumph ofGrace m the Theology of 
KarlBarth. Tr. by Hany R. Boer. GrandRapids, Mchigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.，1956， 
pp. 101-102. 
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primarily and originally elected by God. Therefore, the justification of sinfulness, 
sanctification and vocation of the justified sinner are all founded on God's eteraal 
decree. In sum, we can say that, in Barth's understanding, from the etemal decision, 
human beings is determined to be with God. 
However, one may question that in the whole doctrine of election, Barth seems 
to assert that God who elects human beings in Jesus Christ is a personal God, but in 
his divine election as the God-human relationship is an impersonal one. It is because 
God freely elects Himself and Jesus as a living God, but it seems that all human beings 
can do is to admire and contemplate passively what God has been provided in His 
election. If so, Barth's argument that God-human and human inter-relationship must 
be mutually related is inconsistent. Also, if so，we can question the "reality" of human 
beings because human beings are not responsible to response God's decision. ^ ^ 
Actually, in Barth's understanding of the doctrine of election, a human being 
is not a static, fixed and determined person. That means even the “ontological 
determination" of human being is determined by God's election in the elected man 
16 This opinion can be found in Wan W.Y. Mlton's doctoral dissertation, see Milton W.Y. Wan, 
“The Authentic Humanity in the Thought of Paul TiUich and Karl Barth", unpubUshed Ph.D 
dissertation. University of Oxford, 1984. He starts to question how Barth can reconcile "man's 
ontological determination" and "human phenomena." (p.65 ) He thinks that man's genuine existence 
wiU be questioned if human disobedience is only the "impossible possibiUty" without ontological 
status. (p.65 ) Therefore, he points out that in Barth's framework, human phenomena is simply "non-
actuaI" [ unwirklich ], This assertion, he claims, is vaUd when he analyses Barth's doctrine of election 
deeply. "While emphasizmg the divine initiative of God's setf~determination which akeady provided 
for the whole course of election within the triune Being, it leaves no pbce for man in this scenario."( 
p.81) "And if it is Barth's own definition that an authentic 'I-Thou' relationship should be in 'mutual 
openness，，'reciprocal reception,' 'mutual assistance' and ‘mutual Hmitation,' then the God-man 
rebtionship that hcks aU reciprocity and mutuaHty simply cannot belong to the same mode ... And if 
the 'I-Thou' encounter constitutes Barth's defined 'ontological determination，of real humanity, it is 
difficult to see how, as the foundation and begmning of human authenticity, the God-man encounter in 
Election and Reconciliation coiild be as inauthentic. ( p.84 ) For Wan's summaty of his criticism and 
analysis of Barth's doctrine of election, see “Rial Humanity in Promise: The Ontological 
Determination of Man in Karl Barth's Doctrine of Election", China Graduate School of Theology 
Journal, No.7, ( My 1989 )，p. 92-156. 
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Jesus Christ, the existential mode of human beings is not neglected for he / she must 
1 *7 
participate and chose to be the covenant partner of God. Firstly, although God's 
election is prior to all actions and beings, this electing action is a kind of being-in-
fellowship action which begins in the encounter between God and human. God wills to 
create human beings and enters into a close relationship with them. Moreover，God's 
action of creating human beings is an action over against Him for He creates the being 
over against Him. Therefore, according to Barth, election is not solely in God's etemal 
part but also in the history between God and human being. That means God's election 
ad intra is not separate with God's election ad extra. 
Such is God's activity in predestination in so far as He is its 
Subject. But it is not the whole of this activity. In it there begins 
the history，encounter and decision between Himself and man. 
For the fulfillment of the election involves the affirmation of the 
existence of elected man and its counterpart in man，s election，in 
which God's election evokes and awakens faith，and meets and 
answers thatfaith as human decision. The electing God creates 
for Himself as such man over against Himself. And this means 
that for his part man can and actually does elect God，thus 
attesting and activating himself as elected man. He can and 
actually does accept the self-giving of God in its twofold sense, 
and on the basis of this self-giving he has his tnie life. There is, 
then, a simple but comprehensive autonomy of the creature 
n For the foUowing argument, I am heavily indebted to the works of John Macken, SJ. and Douglas 
R, Sharp. See John Macken, The Autonomy Theme in the Church Dogmatics: Karl Barth and His 
Critics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990，pp. 4247; Doughs R. Sharp, The 
Hemteneudcs of Elecdon, The Significance of the Doctrine in Barth,s Church Dogmatics, New 
York: University Press ofAmerica, 1990，pp. 82-93, 192-197. 
,r* 
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which is constituted originally by the act of eternal divine 
election and which has in this act its ultimate reality. ^^  
Li the above quoted passage, we can point out that, in Barth's understanding, 1. A 
human being is a dynamic, autonomous being in the context of God's election; 2. The 
telos of God's election includes human participation and affirmation; 3. In the process 
of human participation, faith is an important element in which a human being elects 
God's etemal election as an elected man. Therefore, Macken argues that Barth affirms 
the "autonomy of the creature" even when Barth emphases God's unconditioned 
sovereignty. ^^  This autonomy is manifested by the action of creature's "obedience." 
So, human “existence，independence and freedom in accepting and affirming the 
choice made first by God，in responding to it in cm obedience which corresponds to 
God's initiative in which alone its freedom can consist” : � 
Secondly, the ontological determination of human being in the election of God 
does not mean that the genuine human nature is blocked in the realm of ontological 
sphere. Rather, in the structure of existential sphere, human being is a being of '^o be". 
To be a human being is to live, to be a witness to and a participant in the election of 
Jesus Christ. Therefore, a human being is a being in the act of knowing, accepting and 
affirming the grace of God; willing and choosing to obey and confirming to the divine 
determination. One of the section of CD E/2 called "The Determination of the Elect”， 
Barth emphasizes to be an elected man, a human being "may and shall live as a partner 
in the covenant which God of Himself willed and established, ... This participation, 
18 K. Barth, CD H/2, p. 177. ItaUcs mine. 
19 John Macken, The Autonomy Theme in the Church Dogmatics: Karl Barth and His Critics, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990，pp.4347, 
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provided and executed in free grace, as present promise and hoped for fulfillment, is 
the goal and content, the expression and fullness, the meaning and order of the 
existence of the elect." ^^  In this regard, when we talk about God's election before all 
the works of God, we must also taUc about the actualization of election. Therefore, in 
Barth's mind, election means the determination of a human being by the etemal will of 
God to be and to live as an elected individual in the covenant fellowship with God. ^^  
Thirdly, following the above argument, we will find that，in Barth's scheme, 
the being and the act of a human being are conceptually distinguished. Jn the human 
side, what we have to do is to actualize the identity of ontological being and existential 
act as the telos of God's election. Then，the question is: if a human being cannot 
actualize the identity, does it mean that the "ontological determination" and 
"existential state" of human beings are mutually exclusive ？ ^^  Not necessarily. If we 
discover that the existential state of a human being is lived as a rejected man, this 
does not alter the ontic determination to be the object of election. What it indicates is 
that the actual life ( the existential, noetic human life ) is in conflict with the 
ontological determination. Therefore, no identity of the ontological being and 
existential act is achieved. Then, God's election is not actualized. Douglas Sharp is 
right when he points out that 'Vhat differentiates an elect from a rejected individual ... 
20 Jbi±, p.47, 
21 K. Barth, CD W2, p.411. 
22 Doughs R. Sharp, The Hermeneutics of Election, The Significance ofthe Doctrine in Barth's 
Church Dogmatics. New York: University Press of America, 1990，p.87. 
^ Wan W.Y. Milton's raises this question. When he concludes that the existential condition of human 
being, in Barth's theology, is not real and authentic, what he impUes is that, in Barth's anthropology, 
there is a dichotomy between the "ontological determination" and the "impossible possibiHty" of the 
concrete human Me. He further suggests to use TiUich's anthropology to remedy Barth's mistakes. See 
Milton W.Y. Wan, "The Authentic Humanity in the Thought of Paul TiUich and Karl Barth", 
unpublished Ph,D dissertation^ University of Oxford, 1984, pp.40-94. 
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is not that the being of one is determined by God's election while that of the other is 
not. Rather it consists in the fact that the true being of one has been disclosed and 
confirmed while that of the other has not yet been disclosed and remains unfulfilled." 
24 
Therefore, under the above consideration, in Barth's doctrine of election, we 
have a twofold reality of humanity，not two types of individual. One is the person who 
have not yet realized the plan of God's election in his life; the other is the person who 
is no longer rejected by God for God's etemal election is fulfilled in his life. ^^  So， 
human life is existential in a sense that he / she has to confirm, fulfill and actualize the 
ontological determination of his/her being. We can conclude that, in Barth's 
theological understanding, human beings is authentic though his / her ontological 
determination is elected by God. 
4.3. Barth's Doctrine of the Humanity of Jesus Christ 
4.3.1. The Antiochene and Alexandrian Christologies 
When we enter into the discussion ofBarth's doctrine of the humanity of Jesus 
Christ, it is inevitable to provide the historical framework of the doctrine of two 
24 Douglas R. Sharp, The Hermeneutics of Election, The Significance ofthe Doctrine in Barth's 
Church Dogmatics，pp.88-89. 
^ ftid, p.93. “It is clear that... we do not have two individuak, but rather a twofold reaKty, a not yet 
and a no longer, which has its basis in, and stands as a representation of, the twofold determination of 
God's election as executed and revealed in the God-human Jesus Christ It is only on this basis and in 
rdation to his reaUty that anything meaningful can be said of the individual who either Uves the 
impossible Ufe in contradiction to his/her ontic determination, or Uves the actual Ufe in its fUlfiUment” 
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natures of Jesus Christ. We will thus explore the two Christological traditions in 
Christian church, the Antiochian and Alexandrian traditions. The reason for choosing 
these two great Christological schools is not to tackle the historical-theological 
question about the unity of divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ, but to provide a 
theological background for us to see whether and how Barth's christology can go 
beyond their contributions. So, it is not our purpose to give a detailed account of the 
historical debates between the theologians of these two schools, nor shall we attempt 
to refute those whose judgment concerning the basic features of these schools is 
different from ours. What we shall do is to give a brief examination of them and we 
think that our characterizations are historically as well as theologically valid. 
Jn the Antiochian tradition, the humanity of Jesus Christ is highly emphasized. 
They think that Jesus is an independent, fully and wholly human with body and soul, 
even as homo in the full sense. Therefore, the two physis [ natures ] of Jesus Christ, 
divine and human, remained unaltered and distinct in the union. That's why they 
refuse to regard Mary as Theotokos [ God-bearing ] because God cannot have a 
mother, Mary bore a man, Jesus. According to their understandings, we cannot 
conceive a Godhead who have been carried for nine months in a woman's womb. 
From a soteriological perspective，they think that if Jesus is not a genuine human, our 
human redemption will be lost. Jesus shall have lived a genuinely human life of 
growth, temptation and suffering, like all of us, otherwise Christ's redemption was not 
to be effected. Quod non assumptum — non sanatum [ What is not assumed is not 
26 
healed ]. On the other hand, they rejected the idea of "hypostatic union" which 
26 Cf. Basil Studer, Trinity andIncarnation, The Faith ofthe Early Church. Tr. by M. Westerhoff 
& ed by Andrew Louth. Edinburgh: T & T Oark^ 1993, pp.193-201; J.N.D.KeUy, Early Christian 
Doctrines. New York: Harper CoUins PubUshers, 1960, pp. 311-313. 
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means the union of the divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ is at the ontological 
level. The reason is that, for the Antiochian tradition, it will confuse the two different 
natures in Jesus Christ. The Logos will become inevitably the subject of the suffering. 
Therefore, they also reject the idea of communicatio idiomatum [ exchange of 
attributes:. 
However, how can the Antiochian tradition talk about the unity of deity and 
humanity of Jesus Christ ？ They think that the union of divinity and humanity of Jesus 
Christ is not in a hypostatic one, but in a moral union. That means the union of the two 
natures in the one prosopon [ person ] of Jesus Christ is a kind of loving union, not in 
* 27 
its origin. Therefore, the ontological level, in the Antiochian tradition, two physis [ 
natures ] of Jesus Christ is emphasized. However, because of the loving union of two 
natures instead of hypostatic union, they are likely to safeguard the separated and 
distinguished individuality of divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ. That's why they 
will risk the danger ofbeing charged with committing to the position of "two Christs, 
two Sons." 
In the Alexandrian tradition we encounter a long tradition which goes back to 
pre-Nicene times. ^^  Lfthe humanity of Christ is the focus of the Antiochian tradition, 
Alexandrian tradition emphasized more on the divine side of Jesus. They think that the 
Logos did not come into a man, but he 'Wly" became man, while remaining God. 
That means Logos did not indwell into a man, Jesus. Rather, Logos '%ecame" flesh. 
^ Basil Studer, Trinity andIncamadon. The Faith ofthe Early Church. Tr. by M. Westerhoff& ed 
by Andrew Louth. Edinburgh: T & T Oark^ 1993，p. 201. 
2 © 
Basil Studer thinks that the Alexandrian tradition can trace back to Origen, Eusebius of Caesarea, 
and Athanasius. See, ibid, p.203. 
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They assert the single, unique Christ out of two different natures. So, they cannot 
accept the Antiochian Christology that the divine will and human will of Jesus Christ 
are in a "conjunction." Rather, the union of the divinity and humanity of Jesus is real 
and hypostatic. It means the Logos is truly united to human nature, without change and 
confusion. Jn sum, the relationship between two natures is '^he lord's humanity 
became a 'nature' or 'hypostasis', a concrete existent reality in the nature or hypostasis 
of the Word." ^^  Then, the humanity of Jesus Christ has no independent status in a 
sense that it never existed on its own. It must always belong to the Word who make it 
His very own. The human body is the body of the Word. Therefore，we can say that 
Mary is Theotokos in a sense that the divine Logos is really in Mary's womb. 
In the Alexandrian tradition, the union of two natures is not the problem. From 
the very beginning，the hypostatic union of the two natures is asserted. U so, the 
soteriology of real union of God and man is guaranteed. Comparative speaking, in 
Antiochian tradition, Jesus is understood as a real human who struggles for the 
harmonious union of the two wills. Therefore, for our human being，he provides a 
moral ideal for us to follow. However，in the ontoIogical sense, the soteriology of 
human being cannot be guaranteed. 
Although both traditions had not neglected the divinity and humanity of Jesus 
Christ, they employed different theological frameworks to articulate the problem of 
the union oftwo natures. Li the Alexandrian tradition, they provided the “Logos-sarxT 
model in which Logos is united hypostatically to the flesh. Jesus' flesh is the very 
flesh ofthe Word. The Word really suffered, was crucified and died in his flesh. In the 
29 Cf. J.N.D.KeUy, Early ChristianDoctrines, p.320. 
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Antiochian tradition, they provided the “Logos~anthropos” model which argues Jesus 
is a real man who is an independent person. That means we can distinguish the two 
different natures of Jesus Christ even though they are united. The most important point 
is that the union of the two natures is not hypostatic, but moral. 
4.3.2. The Chalcedonian Formula and its Limitation 
The council of Chalcedon was held in October 451. It seems that the 
Chalcedonian formula is a theological "compromise" ofboth Christological traditions. 
3G Because we can find the Christological elements of both traditions in the creed 
without providing a clear theological construction. 
One and the same Christ，son, Lord, Only begotten, made 
known in two natures [which exist] without confusion, without 
change, without division, without separation; the difference of 
the natures having been in no wise taken away by reason of the 
union, but rather the properties of each being preserved, and 
[both] concurring into one Person {prosopon) and one 
hypostasis — not parted or divided into two persons (j>rosopa)^ 
but one and the same Son and Only-begotten, the divine Logos, 
the Lord Jesus Christ ...^ ^ 
30 Basil Studer, Trinity andIncamadon, The Faith ofthe Early Church. Tr. by M. Westerhoff& ed 
by Andrew Louth, p. 215. 
31 Cf. A GriUmeier, S.J.，Christ in Christian Tradition, Volume One. Tr. by John Bowden, 
Atlanta: John Knox Press. 1975, p.544. The structure and the sources of the whole document, see 
Basil Studer, Trinity andIncamatwn, The Faith ofthe Early Church. Tr. by M. Westerhoff& ed 
by Andrew Louth, pp. 214-216. 
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The main focus of the Chalcedonian Christology is to maintain the formula: One 
Christ, two natures. About the divine and human natures of Jesus Christ, they are 
'Svithout confusion" and 'Vithout change." It is clear that it follows the theological 
ideas of the Antiochian tradition. On the other hand, the creed emphasizes the "one 
Lord, one Christ." Jesus Christ has one hypostasis and person, not two different 
persons. It came from the Alexandrian tradition. Therefore, we can see that the 
Chalcedonian formula includes elements ofboth ChristoIogical traditions. However, it 
is not the final point of the ChristoIogical controversy, but opens a starting point for 
fresh ChristoIogical discussions. 
The new ChristoIogical question brought by the Chalcedonian formula is the 
relationship between physis and hypostasis. ^^ Following Aristotle's logic, if there is 
no prote cmsia, primary substance, there can be no deutera otisia, secondary substance. 
33 If this pair of concepts was substituted by that of physis and hypostasis, the formula 
will be no physis without a hypostasis，no physis cmhypostatos. Under this 
consideration, in the school of Antioch, there are '^wo physeis and two hypostasesis” 
in Jesus Christ. Because they affirms the two distinctive physeis in Jesus Christ, and 
each natures ( physeis ) must have each persons ( hypostasesis ). Obviously, this 
possibility is rejected in the Chalcedonian Christology. However, in the Chalcedonian 
formula, one hypostasis was mentioned but no theological explanation was offered. 
Does this one, single hypostasis belonged to the divine or the human ？ It seems that it 
32 Li J. McIntyre's analysis, these two philosophical concepts are rooted in Aristotle's philosophy 
and shaped pre- and post-Chalcedonian christological discussions, see The Shape of Christology: 
Studies in theDoctnne ofthePerson of Christ. Edinburgh: T & T Clarie 1998, pp. 89-103. 
33 Aristotle, Categoriae 5, 2a.34 ff. Quoted from ibid,卯.88-89. Aristotle thinks that "everything 
except primary substance is either predicable of primary substance or present in them as subjects ... 
Animal is preicated of man, and therefore of in iv idui man; for if there were no individual man of 
whom it could be predicated, it could not be predicated of man at aU ... Everything is either predicated 
,r* 
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is an open-ended question. ^^  Li the post-Chalcedonian discussions, two theological 
possibilities existed: anhypostasis and enhypostasis. Both terms denote the 
relationship between the human nature of Jesus Christ and the Logos. The term 
anhypostasis literally means "impersonality" or "non-self-substance," it applies '^o the 
human nature of Christ insofar as it has no substance or person in and of itself but 
rather subsists in the person of the Word for the sake of the incarnation." ^^  And the 
term enhypostasis literally means "in-personality," it applies “to the human nature of 
Christ with reference to the identification of the ‘person，or subsistence of Christ as 
the eteraal person of the Word which has，in time，assumed a non-self-subsistent, or 
anhypostatic, human nature." ^^  
What we have to do is not to enter into the detailed and complicated 
theological discussion of these two terms in the post-Chalcedonian period, but to 
examine Karl Barth's understanding ofboth Christological terms. 
4.3.3. Barth's idea of Anhypostatic-Enhypostatic Christology 
of primary substances or present in them; and if these hst did not exist, it would be impossible for 
anything else to exist." 
34 In Mcbityre's analysis, it cannot be a human hypostasis. See ibid, p.95. 
35 Cf. Richard A. Muller, Dictionary ofLatin and Greek Theohgical Terms, p. 35. 
36 R)id, p. 103. MuUer points out that the purpose of this term is to safeguard the union of two natures 
in one person, not the sum of the two natures. 
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According to Bmce McCormack's historical study, Barth first noticed this pair 
of ideas was on 23 May，1924. It was the time Barth taught in Gottingen. ^^  
McCormack argues that Barth's dialectic character of theology was not abandoned 
from the second edition of the Romans to Barth's Gottingen dogmatics. 'With the 
adoption of the anhypostatic-enhypostatic model of Christology, Barth's theology had 
moved into a new phrase. The anhypostatic-enhypostatic model had supplanted the 
time-etemity dialectic as the central parable for expressing the Realdialektik of God's 
veiling and unveiling." ^^  Our interests are not on the theological development of the 
1Q 
ideas leading to Barth What we want to know is how Barth adopts these two 
concepts in his CD. 
When Barth talked about the mystery of revelation, Jesus Christ as Very God 
and Very Man, he clearly stated his understanding of two concepts. 
37 Li his Gottingen dogmatics, Barth points out that "this individual in which the human nature is 
embodied has never existed as such. The humanity of Christ (although it is body and soul, although it 
is Individuum ) is nothing subsistent or real in itseLf. It did not, for example, exist before its union with 
the Logos ... The human nature of Christ has no personaHty of its own; it is anhypostatos ... Or, 
positively expressed, it is enhypostatos\ it has personaHty, subsistence, reaHty, only in its union with 
the Logos of God" See K. Barth, The Gottingen Dogmatics Vol t Tr by Geoffirey W. Bromiley, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans PubUshing Co. 1991, p.l57. 
^ r t _ _ _ _ 
Bruce L. McCormack, KarlBarth，s Criticalfy Realistic Dicdecdcal Theology: Its Genesis and 
Development 1909-1936. Oxford: ClarendonPress，1995，p.367. 
39 
About the origins and the theological development of anhypostatic-enhypostatic christology from 
the church father to Karl Barth, there was a debate between F.LeRon Shults and U.M.Lang. Shults 
argues that these dual fomuda cannot be found in any of the Church fathers, and this dual formula is 
doubious. It is a misreading of Friedrich Loofs' work on Leontius of Byzantium of 1887. So, it is an 
invention of Protestant scholasticism in Barth's adoption. However, Lang reminds that anhypostatic-
enhypostatic as a "dual formula" is also not found in Protestant orthodoxy either. He argues that it's 
Barth's own innovation. About both articles, see Shults, F. LeRon., "A Dubious Christological 
Formula: From Leontius ofByzantium to Kari Barth", TheoU>gical Studies, Vol. 57. ( 1996). pp. 431-
446; U.M. Lang, "Anhypostatos-Enhypostatos: Church Fathers, Protestant Orthodoxy and Karl Barth", 
Journal ofTheohgical Studies, Vol. 49. Pt2. (October 1998 )，pp. 632^57. 
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Anhypostasis asserts the negative. Since in virtue of the 
eyevercr, i.e., in virtue of the assumptio，Christ's human nature 
has its existence --- the ancients said, its subsistence --- in the 
existence of God, meaning in the mode of being ( hypostasis， 
“person，，) of the Word, it does not possess it in and for itself, 
in abstracto, Apart from the divine mode of being whose 
existence it acquires it has none of its own; i.e., apart from its 
concrete existence in God in the event of the unio，it has no 
existence of its own, it is ayvTcOazarag, Enhypostasis asserts the 
positive. In virtue of the eyeyezG, i.e., in the virtue of the 
assumptio，the human nature acquires existence in the event of 
the unio, and in this way it has a concrete existence of its own, 
it is eyvTcdaxaxaq.恥 
Barth understands '^he Word became flesh" as "the Word assumed flesh" {assumptid) 
41 Therefore, in Barth's understanding, the incarnation of the Word means that he 
‘‘assumes or adopts or incorporates human being into the unity with His divine being, 
so that this human being, as it comes into being, becomes as a human being the being 
of the Word of God” ^^  If so, firstly, God will not cease to be God though in the act 
of incarnation. The Word of God remains the full sense of Word of God though 
assuming human being into his own being. Secondly, Jesus Christ is God-Man who is 
not a third and midway between divine and human. He is really the union of the divine 





Word of God and human being. More precisely, it means the assumption of the flesh 
by the Word. ^ ^ 
Moreover, anhypostasis and enhypostasis are not mutually exclusive, rather 
they are the dual formula expressing the two sides, positive and negative, of the idea of 
the human nature of Jesus Christ. For Barth, negative speaking, Christ's human nature 
does not have its own existence apart from the divine mode of being. This is the 
meaning of anhypostasis. Positive speaking, Christ's human nature acquires its own 
concrete existence in the divine mode of being. This is the meaning of enhypostasis. 
Barth had been criticized for his employment of the doctrine of anhypostasis on the 
grounds that it denies the true humanity of Jesus and is a form of Docetism. Barth's 
answer is that this doctrine does not teach that Christ lacks personality or individuality, 
rather what it denies is that the being of Christ's flesh had an existence of its own apart 
from the Word ofGod.^ 
Barth points out the reality of divinity and humanity in Jesus Christ have their 
own real existences or beings in the union of both. It means that Jesus' humanity is 
real if and only if it is in the union with the Word of God. ' l t is real in this unity.” ^^  
The reality of humanity possesses an existence of its own different from the existence 
43 ftid,p.l61. 
^ According to Barth, the misunderstanding is founded on a misunderstanding of the Latin tenn 
impersonalitas used occasionaUy for anhypostasis. Barth says that "what Christ's human nature lacks 
according to the early doctrine is not what we caU personaUty. This the early writers caUed 
individualitas, and they never taught that Christ's human nature lacked this, but rather that this 
quaMcation actuaUy belonged to true human being. Personalitas was their name for what we caU 
existence or being. Their negative position asserted that Christ's flesh in itsetf has no existence, and 
this was asserted in the interests of their positive position that Christ's flesh has its existence through 
the Word and in the Word, ... It is in virtue of the etemal Word that Jesus Christ exists as a man of 
flesh and blood in our sphere, as a man Uke us, ... But it is only in virtue of the divine Word that He 
exists as such. See ftid, pp. 164-165. 
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of God. Then, because of the union with the Word of God，Jesus' humanity acquires 
its own genuine existence and reality. Barth uses the sacrament as a example to 
illustrate this point. For him, human speech, wine, bread and wine are real not only 
through God, but as inseparably bound to God. Also, these things are in '^jnity with 
God cannot mean ... that man's speech, water, bread and wine ... is identical with 
God." ^ So，Jesus does not only live through and with God. He is God Himself. His 
manhood is the predicate ofhis Godhead. ^^  'The humanity of Jesus Christ is true and 
48 
real because it is given such by the Word in the hypostatic union." 
Almost twenty years later, Barth dealed with the same question in the doctrine 
of reconciliation. In the chapter called "The Exaltation of the Son ofMan," ( § 64 ) He 
did not change his basic framework of anhypostatic-enhypostatic Christology. Barth 
rejects the autonomous existence of Jesus' humanity for it would imply Nestorianism. 
Therefore, Barth emphases that the Logos did not "indwell" into a man Jesus in the 
incarnation. Rather, the Logos assumed the flesh. And, he feels that to say that it was a 
homo, a particular human being，that was united with the Logos and not humanitas 
would allow a degree of autonomy to the human nature which would endanger the 




明 J. Thompson, Christ in Perspecdve: ChristoU)gical Perspectives in the TheoU>gy of Karl Barth, 
Edinburgh: The Saint Andrew Press, 1978，p.28. In this sense, I agree with Waldrop's in>depth study 
that Barth's christology is Alexandrian in "character'' though the Antiochian interpretation of Barth's 
Christology is also valid I must add that Barth's Christology is not whoUy identical with Alexandrian 
school, it has the Alexandrian character onty in the position of the union of the deity and hmnamty in 
Jesus Christ. See Charles T. Waldrop, Karl Barth's Christology: Its Basic Alexandrian Character. 
Berlin: Walter de Grayter, 1984. 
49 K. Barth, CD IV/2, pp. 47-50. 
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Christology, Jesus Christ “is a real man only as the Son of God." ^^  Then, the prote 
ousia 一 deutera ousia distinction in Aristotle's logic cannot be applied to Barth's 
understanding for the existence of a real human being rests on the Son of God. 
When we think of the man Jesus, we are thinking of the Son of God, and vice 
versa. ForBarth, the deity and humanity of Jesus Christ are interrelated. Therefore, we 
can say that Barth's Christology is not only “from above to below" but also "from 
below to above” That means Jesus Christ is not only true God in the self-humiliation 
ofthe Son ( § 59: The Way ofthe Son ofGod into the Far Country )，but, at the same 
time he is true and exalted man ( § 64: The Homecoming of the Son of Man ). The 
former is the basis of and makes possible man's exaltation which is a second moment 
of the one divine act of God. That means Jesus Christ is both the humbled God and 
exalted man in the whole ofhis being and work which forms a unity. 
Therefore, in the whole discussion, we will discover that the focus ofBarth's 
ChristoIogical understanding is that the ideas of God and human are not in abstraction, 
but in their relationship and unity in Jesus Christ. It is the understanding of Logos 
ensarkos [ the Logos in the flesh ]. From the etemity, God's own etemal being elects 
Jesus as the elected man. "That means the man Jesus，before he is real in himself，is 
abeady truly with God. And the etemal Son of God holds a place for the earthly Son 
ofMan.，，5i Jn God's inner Being, he holds a place for the man Jesus from all etemity. 
So, when we taDc about the Logos, "fieshless" Logos is an impermissible theological 
abstraction. In sum, it is not surprised that Barth taUcs about the "humanity ofGod." 
50 ftid, p.49. 




In Jesus Christ, ... we are not dealing with man in the 
abstract; not with the man who is abie with his modicum of 
religion and religious morality to be sufficient unto himself 
without God and thus himself to be God. But neither are we 
dealing with God in the abstract; not with one who in his deity 
exists only separated from man, distant and strange and thus a 
non-human if not indeed an inhuman God. In Jesus Christ 
there is no isolation of man from God or of God from man. 
Rather, in him we encounter the history, the dialogue, in which 
52 
God and man meet together and are together. 
In Jesus Christ, real God and real man, we encounter a God who is not inhuman and a 
real man who is with God. If so，the doctrine of Jesus' humanity is not an isolated 
doctrine. It reveals the deepest truth of Christian understanding of God and humanity. 
52 K. Barth, The Humanity ofGod. New York: John Knox Press, 1960，p.46. 
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Chapter Five 
Karl Barth's Christological Anthropology in Dialogue with Confucianism 
5.1. Introduction 
After this detailed study on Barth's Christological anthropology, it is my 
intention in this chapter, to employ the previous results in the context of Christian-
Confucian dialogue. Li the whole process of the dialogue, it seems that Barth's 
theology was largely neglected. For the impression of Barth's exclusive 
understanding of other non-Christian religions, many scholars assume that no 
common point will be attained in employing Barth's theology in dialogue with 
Confucianism. Jn the matrix of this understanding, Kim Heup-young is the notable 
exception. ^ Although he makes an important contribution in using Barth's 
anthropology in dialogue with Wang yang-ming's Confucianism, I will provide my 
criticism on his inadequate understanding ofBarth's theology ( 5.3. ). Before that, it is 
helpful for us to have a picture about the Christological and anthropological 
discourses in the past Christian-Confucian dialogue ( 5.2. ). The purpose is not to 
criticize their formulations of theoretical understanding on both religious traditions, 
but to provide a background for us to recognize the significance of Karl Barth's 
Christological anthropology in the Christian-Confucian dialogue. As we will see that, 
in the contexts of anthropology ( 5.4.1. and 5.4.2. )，of doctrine of election ( 5.4.3.) 
and of the divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ ( 5.4.4. ), I will argue that Barth's 
theology in dialogue with Confucianism should not be overlooked. 
1 Kim Heup-young. Wang Yang-Ming and Karl Barth. A Confucian-Christian Dialogue. Lanhajm, 
Maryland: University Press of America, 1996. 
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5.2. The Anthropological and ChristoIogical Discourses in Christian-Confucian 
Dialogue 
The purpose of this section is to summarize and analyse contemporary 
Christian-Confucian dialogue in terms of their anthropological and ChristoIogical 
concems. During the historical process of dialogue of these two great traditions, they 
came across many issues. The purpose of this paper is not to deal with all these 
important and diverse topics. I will limit my discussion to the ideas of human beings 
and the doctrine of Christ. As we will see later these two concepts are interconnected 
not only in the Christian context, but also on the Confucian side. Furthermore I do not 
intend to give my critical comments on the whole of past discussions. What I want to 
do is to see at which stage did Christianity and Confucianism both arrive. That means, 
in the doctrines of anthropology and Christology, to sketch out what the common 
ground and the point of departure are in their dialogues up to the present. Jn this 
context, we will see the significance ofKarl Barth's theology on this issue. 
In 1981，Tsai Jen-hou, a representative of new-Confucianism, presented a 
paper on the issue of Christian-Confucian dialogue. He raises six questions about the 
dialogue between Christianity and Confucianism. ^ Li his Confucian concern, Tsai 
Jen-hou argues that, in Confucian understanding, all human beings can potentially 
become "sages." Conversely, in Tsai Jen-hou's understanding, it is difficult for 
2 Jen-hou, Tsai, "Concerning the Problem of the Communion of ReHgions," ( article in Chinese ) 
Lien-hua, Choii, Yen^heng Liang (eds. )，Hui tungyU chuan hua ( Communion and Transformation 
)，Taipei: Yu Chou Kuang PubUshing Co., 1985，pp. 9-34. AU six questions are: 1. Can aU human 
being become Christ ？ 2. Is Jesus human or divine, from God to human or firom human to God ？ 3. 
Besides accepting Jesus as saviour, is salvation by one's own efforts possible ？ 4. Is Jesus Christ 
unique ？ 5. \^^at is the status of the non-Christian reHgions along with Christianity ？ 6. Sinolization 
of Christianity or Christianization of China ？ 
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Christianity to adopt the idea that "all human beings can become Christ." In his 
response to Chou Lien-hua, Tsai Jen-hou emphases that the union of Christ and 
human is principally different from the union ofHeaven and humans. The former is a 
kind of subject ( God )-object ( human ) relationship, the latter is possible only by 
human effort which is grounded by human subjectivity. ^ Therefore, even Christianity 
claims that all human beings can become Christ, it is not equivalent to “all human 
beings can become sage and real man” ^ The two are not at the same level. 
On the other hand, Tsai Jen-hou's second question is the problem of 
Christology. He wonders whether Jesus is human or divine. In Christianity, he claims 
that, the divinity of Jesus Christ is highly emphasized. However，it seems that Jesus' 
way "from human to divine" is overlooked. ^ Tsai points out that both parties will 
have an important common point if Christianity is able to recognize "Christology 
from below." ^ 
Two points have to be made. Li a Confucian point of view, Tsai Jen-hou does 
not refute the divinity of Jesus. He admits that "from divine to human" and "from 
human to divine" are the two sides of the same coin. The integration of these two 
• 7 
dimensions of Jesus Christ can form a clear picture of the person of Jesus Christ. 
Second, Tsai claims, that Jesus' way 'Trom human to divine" is the good point in 
3 See Jen-hou, Tsai, "Reconsider the Problem of the Communion of Religions, answer to Dr. Chou 
Lien-hua," (article in Chinese) ibid, pp. 138-139. 
4 ftid, p. 139. 
5 ft>id, pp. 18-19. 
6 ftid, p.l9. 
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dialogue with the Confiician way of "all human beings can become sage." ^ Because 
Jesus and Confucius are considered as one of the human beings, and they undergo a 
process of “from fmite to infinite" through their obedience and self-cultivation 
respectively. If so，we will have an ontological ground to talk about "all human being 
can become Christ." From Tsai's understanding, anthropology and Christology are 
interrelated. Jesus' humanity can provide the important clue for us to consider and 
examine our humanity. Therefore, Christology and anthropology are the two 
fundamental loci of the Christian-Confucian dialogue. 
Actually，Julia Ching had ab*eady compared the idea of human being in both 
religious traditions in 1977. In her book, Confucianism and Christianity, she argues that 
there are some basic differences between two religions. Confucian teachings have 
focused more upon human perfectibility where Christianity has tended to stress human 
fallibility. Second, Confucianism emphases the harmonious relationship between 
humans, society, and the universe, while Christianity seems to support the idea of man 
at war within himself and his sinful nature. ^ This general observation of two religious 
systems seems to assert that Christianity tends to focus on the negative side of human 
beings, where Confucianism is the opposite. However, it is not true. Confucianism also 
regards moral evil and the imperfect existential status as both the realistic conditions of 
human nature. Christianity is also seeking for the sanctiflcation of human beings. 
Furthermore, in the way of seeking the perfection of human beings，the transcendental 
and immanent dimensions are emphasized in both religions. Therefore, Ching is 
8 Rjid 
9 Julia Ching, Confucianism and Christianity: A Comparative Study. Tokyo, New York & San 
Francisco: Kodansha Memational, 1977，p.l03. 
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misleading to assert that "Confucian theory (is) showing more sense of self-reliance, 
where Protestant theology, ... insists upon faith alone and exclusive dependence on 
God's power." ^^  Ching's dualist conception of self-reliance and other-reliance in 
understanding Confucianism and Christianity respectively leads to several 
misconceptions ofboth religions. First, it seems that human perfection in Christianity is 
only dependant on the human faith of a transcendental God. Human effort is useless. 
Second, the evil nature of human beings in Confucianism is highly neglected, so the 
Confucian believes that the human in his ( her ) existential status is a perfect being. 
However, these conceptions are misleading. Li Christianity, human effort in the process 
of human perfection should not be neglected. Human beings should participate in the 
grace of God in order to realize the inner created goodness of human beings. In 
Confucianism, the means of self-cultivation, like the text of Confucianism and the 
guidance of master，provide the important stepping-block for self-perfection. Therefore, 
Ching is correct, I think, is that both have "an understanding of faith in man as openness 
to the transcendent." ^ If so, the problem of transcendence and immanence will 
become the central issue in the dialogue between Christianity and Confucianism. 
Li the first international Confucian-Christian conference 丄】，Tang Yijie quoted 
Zi-gong's saying to argue that for Confucianism 'Svhat is called immanence should 
refer to the innate nature of the human person, that is to say, the spirit which makes a 
human being a human being, e.g. ren (humaneness ), ... (w)hat is called transcendence 
10 ft)id, pp.90-91. 
“ft>id,p.l05. 
12 xhe first international Confucian-Christian conference was held in Hong Kong, Jmie 8-15, 1988. 
The papers presented in the conference were coUected and edited See, Peter, K. H. Lee (ed), 
Confucian-Christian Encounters in Historical and Contemporary Perspective. Lewiston, 
Queenston, Lampeter: Edwin MeUen Press, 1991. 
,r* 
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should refer to the basic of the cosmos, existence or the ontological nature of the 
cosmos, that is, ‘what makes existence existence,' e.g. tian-tao (the way of heaven ) ” 
13 The idea of tian-ren-ho-yi ( the union of heaven and humanity ) in Confucianism 
means that transcendence and immanence are in union which is the ideal but not 
existential state ofhuman beings. In this context, transcendence is not wholly the other, 
rather it is immanent in nature. Therefore, tian-tao is itself immanently transcendent 
and ren-xing ( human nature ) is not only immanent, but also transcendent. ^^  
It seems that the discussion on the question of anthropology between 
Christianity and Confucianism is largely focused on the problem of the union of 
transcendence and immanence. Generally speaking，Christianity holds the idea of the 
distinction and separation of both, whereas Confucianism suggests that both are in 
union. However, this picture was questioned by both parties. Liu shu-hsien, as a 
representative of new-Confucianism, suggests that although Christianity and 
Confiicianism hold different points of view on the issue of transcendence and 
immanence, ^^  both of them share several common points. First, Christianity also 
asserts the goodness of human nature which is grounded by the concept of image of 
God，whereas it is mistaken to say that Confucianists are optimistic on the perfection of 
13 Yijie，Tang, "Transcendence and Lrananence in Confucian Philosophy," ibid, pp. 172-173. 
14 ftid, p.l75. 
15 Shu4isien, Liu, “Some Reflections on what Contemporary Neo-Confucian Philosophy 
may leam from Christianity", in ibid.，p. 70. “For a more typical Christian viewpoint the 
feidi in a supernatural Gcxi beyond human comprehension shows that He is pure 
transcendence in contrast to the Way of Confucianists, a transcendence immanent in the 
world as well as in humanity. The Confucian tradition has often been misunderstood as a 
secular traditioQ of ethics witiiout any religious import or aspiration toward transcendence; in 
fact it is a tradition of immanent transcendence in distinction from the Christian tradition of 
pure transcendence.” Italics mine. 
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human being. ^^  Second, from the above suggestion, Confucianists hold that "it is a 
long and arduous way for scholars to follow the steps of sages and worthies." 口 xhat 
means there is a tension between the ideal and the existential states of human beings. 
1B • • • 
"The Confucian ideal is one thing, the practice is another." Third, Liu also points out 
that Christian theology/philosophy also absorbs the idea of process philosophy and 
humanism in order to develop their immanent dimension of the transcendence. ^^  On 
the other side，in Christianity, the thesis of transcendence and immanence has also been 
taken into consideration. Gerhold Becker states that although both religious traditions 
directs human beings towards the ultimate, Confucianism discovers the ultimate 
immanent in human beings whereas Christianity fmds meaning in the ultimate only by 
transcending man and his world and by going beyond nature in the most radical sense. 
20 However，he argues that, in Christian theology, the infinite qualitative difference 
between God and humans would not eliminate the intimate relationship between both. 
In the doctrine of Christology, the ontoIogical gap between God and human beings is 
bridgeable and the redemptive act of Christ bestowed on human beings the capability to 
transform his / her life into that of ultimate harmony between himself / herself and God. 
21 Secondly，Becker also advocates the so-called anthropological tum in theology 
suggested by Max Scheler, Paul Tillich and Karl Rahner. ^^  These Christian thinkers 
attempted to show that '^he idea of the ultimate is entailed in man as that ground of his 
16 Voi±, p.78. See also, Tsung-san Mou, Chung-kuo che hsueh te te chih ( The Characteristics of 
Chinese Philosophy )，Tai-pei: Tai-wan hsueh sheng shu chu, 1975, pp. 136-141. 
n Tbi± 
18 Vbid 
19 Jbi±, p.79. 
20 Gerhold K. Becker, "The Quest for the Ultimate in Confucianism and Christianity," Ching Feng’ 
Vol. XXXn, No. 4，(Dec. 1989 )，p. 206. 
21 ftid, p.211. 
22 Rjid, p.212. 
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being which calls him beyond himself towards the all-embracing mystery of God." 
Lastly, Becker suggests that the transcendental idea of Christianity can develop a highly 
considerable critical potential. Compared with Buddhism and Confucianism, this 
transcendental dimension can make Christianity keep a distance from the world without 
rejecting it altogether and can make Christianity involved in the world without too 
much adjusting to the world. ^^  Kwok Hung-biu recently suggests that, based on the 
theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg, Jesus Christ as the incarnate Son of God represents 
the immanent dimension of transcendental God. Therefore, the so-called pure 
transcendental understanding of Christian God is misleading. ^^  Furthermore, Kwok 
points out that human transcendence is only a human possibility not a reality because of 
the sinfulness ofhumans. It is a process to be accomplished through the work of Jesus 
Christ. Recently，in Au Kin-ming's study on the human condition of Chu Hsi and Paul 
Tillich, he suggests that both assert the original goodness ofhuman nature. The original 
human nature is the potential nature of human beings which is the nature before the 
existence of it. ^^  Moreover，both assert one nature with two perceptions. One is the 
original nature and the other is the actual nature. Au points out that this polarity of the 
potential nature and the actual nature is one of the major keys to understand human 
selfishness and sinfulness. ^^  
^ ftid 
24 Jbid., p.214. 
^ Benedict, Hung-biu Kwok, "The Neo-Confucian Understanding of 'bmnanence and 
Transcendence' and a Christian Response from the Anthropology of WoMiart Pannenberg," 
unpubUshed paper presented at the fourth international Christian-Confucian conference, 21-23 
December 1998, p.l7. 
26 Kin-ming Au, "Chu Hsi and Paul TiUich: A Comparison of Their Views of Human Condition," 
unpublished paper presented at the fourth international Christian-Confucian conference, 21-23 
December 1998, p.4. 
27 MdL, p.5. 
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From the above brief survey of Christian-Confucian dialogue, we have seen 
that both parties are seeking for the common ground in both traditions though they have 
their distinctive characters in the view of human nature. In the discourse of the 
anthropology, we find that Christianity and Confucianism are not totally incomparable 
with each other. Both suggest the original goodness of human nature. The existential 
nature of human beings is not the ideal condition. Sinfulness of human beings does not 
negate the original created human goodness. Then, the saving act of Jesus Christ can be 
interpreted as the restoration of the original goodness ofhumans. 
On the other hand, it seems that the discourse of Christology does not play an 
important role in the process of the dialogue. Although many scholars based their 
anthropologies on the doctrine of Christology, ^^  the discussion about Christology is 
not sufficient. At least，Tsai jen-hou's question about "Christology from above or from 
below" is no longer on the agenda of the past discussion. I think that an in-depth study 
of Christology can enrich the discourse of anthropology. It seems that Karl Barth's 
Christological anthropology can provide a chance to reexamine the significance of 
Christology in the Christian-Confucian dialogue. 
Before we go on to see the significance of Barth's theology on the Christian-
Confucian dialogue, we have to discuss Kim Heup-young's contribution on this issue in 
section 5.3. first. Not many scholars employ Barth's theology in dialogue with 
功 Kwok employed Pannenberg's Christology in the discussion of Christian anthropology, see 
Benedict, Hung-biu Kwok, "The Neo-Confucian Understanding of 'Hmnanence and Transcendence' 
and a Christian Response from the Anthropology of Wolfhart Pannenberg," unpubUshed paper 
presented at the fourth international Christian^Tonfucian conference, 21-23 December 1998; Becker 
also points out the importance of Christology in the discussion of immanent dimension of Christology, 
see Gerhold K. Becker, "The Quest for the Ultimate in Confuciamsm and Christianity", Ching Feng, 
Vol. XXXn, No. 4，(Dec. 1989 )，pp. 202-217. 
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Confucianism. Kim is the notable exception. In his book, Wcmg Yang-ming and Karl 
Barth, Kim uses “humanization” as the common ground to compare Wang's 
Confucianism and Barth's theology. ^^  After giving my critical comment on Kim, 
Barth's Christological anthropology will be explored in section 5.4.. 
5.3. A Critique ofKim's Understanding ofBarth's Anthropology 
It is not my intention to give a comprehensive review of Kim's Wang Yang-
ming and Karl Barth, What I want to do is to examine Kim's understanding ofBarth's 
Christological anthropology. I want to argue that Kim's incomplete picture of Barth's 
theology makes his argument problematic. 
Kim compared Confucian teaching of self-cultivation and Christian idea of 
sanctification. °^ He claimed that Barth's theology of sanctification would be a good 
conversational partner with Confucianism. Kim argued that the "root-paradigm" of 
Barth's idea of sanctification is the humanity of Christ [ Humanitas Christi ]. It 
provides, Kim claims, the foundation of Christian anthropology. ^^  Jesus' humanity 
could be explored under three categories: 1. God's gracious election; 2. The event ofthe 
^ Heup-young Kim, Wang Yang-Ming and Karl Barth. A Confucian-Christian Diahgue. 
Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, 1996. 
30 ftid, p.7. 
31 Heup-young Kim. "Jen and Agape: Towards a Confucian Christology，，, Asia Journal ofTheology, 
Vol.8，No.2, ( 1994 )，p. 326; Wang Yang-Ming andKarlBarth. A Confucian-Christian Dialogue, 
p.77. 
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incarnation; 3. The resurrection and ascension of Christ. ^^  However, Kim focused his 
attention on Barth's sanctification which is based on CD IV/2 section 66 and 
overlooked the other important issues which are related with the idea of Humanitas 
Christi. ^^ 
First, Kim didn't make a sufficient study on Barth's idea of Christology. It 
causes his interpretation of Barth's anthropology to be groundless. Although Kim 
mentions "Christology determines the formal and material dimension of real human 
being,” ^^  he does not provide an in-depth study on Barth's Christology. He merely 
uses the humanity of Christ to support his whole argument. However, it is not complete. 
In Barth's understanding, Jesus' humanity is closely related to his deity. Under Barth's 
anhypostatic-enhypostatic Christology, Jesus' real humanity is ontologically dependent 
on the Word of God. Therefore, Jesus' humanity [Humanitas Christi ] is not only the 
root-paradigm for our real humanity ( human to human ), but also our real human 
natures ( human to God ) for the deity and humanity of Jesus is one. What Kim's 
argument lacks is the sufficient consideration of the relationship between the divinity 
35 
and humanity of Jesus Christ. 
32 Heup-young Kim, Wang Yang-Ming and Karl Barth. A Confucian-Christian Dialogue, pp. 78-
80. 
33 Kim focused on the idea of the exaltation of Christ which is，he claims, rooted in the election of 
God and Christ as Royal Man and provides the Christian model for humanity. See Heup-yoimg Kim, 
op. cit, pp.81-90; and "Jen and Ag^De: Towards a Confucian Christology", Asia Joumal ofTheoU>gy, 
Vol.8, No.2, ( 1994 )，pp. 326-327. 
34 Heup-young Kim, Wang Yang-Ming and KarlBarth. A Confudcm-Chrisdan Diahfgue, p. 87. 
35 ]n this context, I agree with Kwok Hung-biu's idea that "although I agree with Kim that the 
traditional two natures Christology should not be explained staticaUy but dynamicaUy, however, we 
cannot find any discussion about Barth's Christology..." see Benedict Hung-biu Kwok, "The 
ChristoIogical Doctrine of ReconciUation of Karl Barth and the Dialogue with the Neo-Confucian 
Understanding of Setf-Cultivation: A Response to Heup Young Kim, Ching Feng, Vol. XXXXI, No. 
1，( March, 1999 )，p.l04. However, it is unfair to claim that Kim "misunderstands that the analogia 
rehtionis has been completely fulfilled in the humanitas Christi, the root-paradigm of humanity."( 
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Second, it seems that Kim grounds Barth's idea of the humanity of God on 
the doctrine of the humanity of Christ. ^^  However, Kim did not offer any explanation 
of the relationship ofboth concepts. These two different but related concepts provide a 
n 
Barthian understanding of Christological anthropology. When Barth talks about the 
humanity of God, what he wants to highlight is the deity and humanity of God which is 
based on Jesus Christ. Ln Jesus Christ, we discover not only the Godness of God, but 
also the humanity of God. Li Him, there is no separation between God and human, i.e. 
the deity and humanity are closely related and joined together in Jesus Christ. God's 
divinity and humanity are united in the Person of Jesus Christ. Jf so, we cannot talk 
about the humanity of Jesus without the consideration of his divine dimension. In 
Barth's anhypostatic-enhypostatic Christology, fleshless Logos and Godless humanity 
are inconceivable. Therefore, Kim is right to link both concepts together. However, he 
shows no linkage between them. On the other hand, Kwok did not even realize the 
o^ 
relationship between them. 
Although Kim's discussion ofBarth's doctrine of Christological anthropology 
is problematic, it should not hinder our appreciation of his distinctive insights into the 
problem of Christian-Confucian dialogue. At least, his linking up Wang's self-
p. 103 ) ActuaUy, Kim did mention the analogia rebtionis as the mner-trmitarian rdationship within 
Godhead What he lacks is further explanatioa See his quoted passage from Barth, op. cit, p.88. 
36 See Heup-young Kim, Wang Yang-Ming cmd Karl Barth. A Confucian-Christian Dialogue, pp. 
86-89. 
37 It seems that, in Kwok's response, he mentions the difference between the humanity of God and the 
humanity of Christ However, Kim and Kwok are not concerned about the relationship between them. 
See, Benedict Hung-biu Kwok, op. cit., p.l01. 
38 It is surprised that Kwok chaUenges Kim's separation between Barth's doctrine of justification and 
sanctification; however, Kim did relate them. See, Heup-young Kim, op. cit, 75-76 and Benedict hung-
biu Kwok, op. cit., p. 102. 
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cultivation with Barth's sanctification opens another dimension of the dialogue of both 
religious traditions. 
5.4. Karl Barth's Christological Anthropology and Christian-Confucian Dialogue 
5.4.1. Real Man 
Li Barth's anthropology, authentic human nature is expressed as “real man" 
who is with God. Humanity in the real sense is linked with the dimension of the divinity. 
The meaning of “real man” is not to denote the heavenly human beings. It is clear for 
Barth that the qualification of "real man" is the ontological determination of God. That 
means，ontologically speaking, human nature is nature with the divine. Godless humanity 
is never a genuinely real human being. Li this context, Barth supports the distinction of 
ontological and existential status of human beings. The latter condition cannot and should 
not represent our reality of humanity because our reality of humanity is ontologically 
determinated by God's election. "Godlessness is an ontological impossibility." 9^ 
Confucianism affirms the '\inity" and "continuity" ofhumanity and Heaven.恥 Humanity 
is defined by the virtue of jen or its participation in the virtue of Heaven. The idea of 
ticm-ren-ho-yi (the union ofheaven and humanity ) asserts the authentic humanity should 
be understood within the divine side of Tian. Therefore, Barth's idea of real man as the 
humanity with God does not contradict with Confucian idea of ideal humanity as the 
union ofheaven and humanity. 
39 See, supra., pp. 37-38. 
4�Wing-tsit Chan, Tr. & compUe4 A Source Book in Chinese PhUosophy Princeton. New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1963，p.3. 
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5.4.2. Real Humanity 
The second aspect of the ontological determination of humanity is the 
interpersonal relationships of human beings. Barth affirms human beings are not the 
isolated and independent selfs. That means when we talk about authentic humanity, 
we cannot miss the interrelationships of human beings. ^^  Barth bases his idea of 
interpersonal relationships on Christology. Jesus Christ's existence provides the form 
of I-Thou relationship. This I-Thou relationship is not only expressed in the inner-
relationship of Godhead, but also the relationship with humanity. As a real human, the 
ontological structure is always being-for-others. It is Barth's idea of fellow-humanity. 
Li Confucianism, “jen means man." What is crucial to note is that the process of 
transformation involves an indispensable relational dimension as indicated by the 
addition of the numeral ' ^ o " i n the formation of jen ( \：^ ) from jen^ ( 九 ) . T h i s 
means the real humanity “is attainable only in a communal context through 
interpersonal exchange." ^^  Furthermore, it involves not only the willingness of the 
self to respect others in the community but also the readiness to become part of the 
community. It is clear that Barth's conception of fellow- humanity and Confucian's 
idea of jen shares the idea that 't>eing is always being-in-community." ^ ^ 
41 See supra” pp.4145. Although Edwin Hui C. mentions the contribution of Barth's idea of the 
Christian view of the interrelationship of humankind, his argument was not grounded in Barth's 
Christology. See, Edwin C. Hui, “The CentraHty ofRelations in the Confucian and Christian Views of 
Human Personhood," unpubUdied paper presented at the fourth international Christian-Confucian 
conference, 21-23 December, 1998，p.l7. 
42 David L. HaU. & Roger T. Ames. Thinking Through Confucius. Albany: State University ofNew 
York, 1987, p.ll6. 
43 About Barth's idea of co-humanity and human community, see Fletcher Veme H.. "Barth's 
Concept of Co-Humanity and the Search for Human Community", The South East Asia Joumal of 
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5.4.3. God's Election 
Barth's two above important contributions on Christian anthropology are based 
on his idea of the election of God. Therefore, it is unreasonable to accept that the 
doctrine of election is a stumbling-block to Christian-Confucian dialogue. ^ Li 
Barth's understanding of God's election, Jesus Christ, as the elected man, represents 
God who elected himself with humanity in a relation of fellowship from the etemity. 
Therefore, in Jesus Christ, God has chosen man to be his covenant partner. As E. 
Jilngel puts it. 
The primal decision constitutes the primal relationship of God 
to man and in this primal relationship there takes place the 
(primal history，in which God already has a relationship to man 
before all creation, ^^ 
Therefore, the inner being of God is Godmanhood. ^ That is what later Barth called 
'^he humanity of God” We cannot taUc about God's deity without talking about his 
humanity. It is possible only through Jesus Christ. Therefore, the humanity of God is a 
Christological statement. ^^  Li this context. Christian God is not a pure transcendental 
Theohgy, Vol.9, No.4, ( April, 1968 ), pp. 3648. Unfortunately, he did not mention Barth's idea in 
the Asian context 
^ I disagree with the Liang Yen~cheng’s idea that we should loosen the doctrines of eschatology and 
predestination. See Yen^heng Liang, "Communion and Transformation," Lien-hua, Chou, Yen^:heng 
Liang ( eds. )，Hui tungyU chuan hua ( Communion and Transformation )，Taipei: Yu Chou Kuang 
PubHshing Co., 1985，pp. 346-347. Article in Chinese. 
45 Quoted from J. Thompson. ‘The Humanity of God in the Theology of Karl Barth" ’，，Scottish 
Joumal ofTheohgy, Vol. 29，No.3, ( 1976 )，p. 251. 
46 This terminology is brought by P. Tmich. See P. TilUch, "A Reinterpretation of the Doctrine of 
the Incarnation^” Main Works, Vol 7, Theohgwal Writings. Ed by Gert Hummel. BerHn, New York: 
Walter de Gruyter, 1992, p. 308. 
47 K. Barth. The Humanity ofGod. New York: John Knox Press, 1960, p. 45>46. 
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God. The transcendental and immanent aspects are united into the Person of Jesus 
Christ. 
Furthermore, the ontological determination of humanity is also grounded in the 
election of God. In God's election, humanity is elected to be in a fellowship with God 
for Jesus, the elected man, is primarily and originally elected by God. Therefore, man 
is determined to be in a structure of "being-with-God" and "being-for-with-others." 
This ontological determination does not neglect the human efforts to be and to live as 
an elected human in the covenant fellowship with God. ^^  Therefore, this ontological 
determination of human being is comparable with the idea of human efforts in "self-
realization" or "self-cultivation" in the Christian-Confucian dialogue. 
5.4.4. The Divinity and Humanity of Jesus Christ 
Tsai Jen-hou suggests that the emphases on the humanity of Christ would 
strengthen the claim that all human beings can become Christ. ^^  Kim's Wang ycmg-
ming andKarl Barth had ah*eady shown us on the relationship between the humanity of 
Christ and the sanctification of human being. °^ However, what Tsai and Kim miss is 
that the divine dimension of the person of Jesus Christ is not a stumbling-block for the 
sanctification of humans. Li Barth's theological understanding, without the divine 
dimension, it is impossible for us to taUc about the authentic humanity of Jesus Christ. 
For Jesus, his humanity is shaped by his divinity. That means when we taUc about Jesus 
48 See supra., pp. 56~60. 
49 See supra., pp. 75-76 
叨 Heup-young Kim. Wang Yang-Mng andKarlBarth, A Confucian-Christian Dialogue, pp.77-97. 
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as a real human being, we are actually taDdng about Jesus as the Son of God. Jn the 
person of Jesus Christ, we cannot separate these two aspects. ^^  Based on the hypostatic 
union of Logos and humanity in Jesus, Barth emphases anhypostatic-enhypostatic 
Christology, that means the exalted humanity of Jesus Christ cannot be understood 
without the humble divinity of the Logos. The divine side of Jesus provides an 
ontoIogical possibility for his exalted humanity. That means that, for Christianity, there 
is no reason to be afraid to stress the divinity of Jesus Christ if the divinity is not 
understood in an abstract way. For Confucianism, there is also no reason to reject Jesus' 
divinity for, Jesus as a “real man,” is always with God. 
51 For Barth, Jesus Christ is both the humbled God and exalted man in the whole of his being and work 




In this concluding chapter, we are not going to review all the various 
conclusions of this study. It suffices to highlight some of the more important findings 
of this study for Barthian scholarship and for the contemporary dialogue between 
Christianity and Confucianism. 
The findings of the present study point to the suggestion that Barth's 
Christological perspective of his theological thinking played an important role in his 
theological career. Li 1924, in his Gottingen dogmatics, Barth first introduced this 
method of letting his early dialectical thinking evolve into a harmonious combination 
with his later analogical thinking and then started to employ his Christological 
methodology in dealing with different Christian doctrines. As has been discussed, this 
method not only provides dominant key in CD but also makes Barth revise his 
doctrine of God from an early Godness of God to a later humanity of God. This 
shifting ofBarth's theological orientation indicates that his "Christocentric" position 
does not imply an "Christomonism." Rather, Barth's theological development points 
out that Christology has great potentiality in developing self-criticism of the Christian 
tradition and opening a fruitful dialogue with other religious traditions. Viewed in this 
perspective, the doctrine of Christ is neither a stumbling-block to be removed nor a 
taboo in the discussion of inter-religious dialogue. 
As has been discussed, the formal and material dimensions of Karl Barth's 
Christological anthropology has been showed that the Christian and Confucian views 
of humanity are convergent in the conception of real man and real humanity. This 
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convergent point not only goes beyond the discussion of the distinction between 
ontological and existential status of human beings but also penetrates into the deep 
vertical and horizontal ontological structure ofhuman being. This would be a stepping 
stone for Christian-Confucian dialogue in developing other conservation topics, e.g. 
human community, individuality and sociality of human beings, the relational 
conception of divine，human and society, etc. 
The distinctive contribution of this study points to the suggestion that 
humanity and deity are in fellowship and union in Jesus Christ who is elected by God 
in his inner being. Doctrine of election provides a theoretical ground for articulating 
'^he union ofHeaven and Human." If the transcendental foundation of humanity is a 
further problematik for contemporary neo-Confucianism, then Barth's doctrine of 
election would be an important discussing point. Li Barth's understanding, God elects 
himself to be in fellowship with humanity. Humanity is elected to be with God in 
God's electing act The divine dimension of humanity would be founded on God's 
election. ^ Therefore, apart from the doctrine of Christ, Barthian conception of 
election would also be a highly possible development area in dialogue with 
Confucianism. 
Although Barth's theology provides many positive contributions in the 
Christian-Confucian dialogue, we cannot ignore his limitation in dialogue with 
Confucianism. Li the first place, one of the Tsai Jen-hou's question is about the 
1 It is interesting to note that Confucianists' idea of "What Heaven ( Tien ) imparts to man is caUed 
human nature” in the Doctrine of the Mean and Barth's idea of "humanity is elected by God in God's 
election" have a similar impUcation. Human nature or humanity is grounded by transcendental reabn. 
Therefore, Confucian ""Tien-ming" and Barth's God's election have similar points of view. 
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uniqueness of Jesus Christ. ^ Apart from Jesus Christ, is it possible for us to acquire 
salvation and revelation through other means ？ Barth's theology, I think, cannot offer 
a positive answer to the above question. Jesus Christ as the Word of God and the 
revelation of God is the basic motif of Barth's theology. The revelation of God in 
Jesus Christ is the necessary and sufficient condition for Barth to judge all religions. 
Jesus Christ has a unique position in Barth's theology. Therefore, in answering about 
the question of the uniqueness of Christ, Barth's theology may not be the good 
conversational partner in dialogue with Confucianism. 
Secondly, Barth's idea of anhypostatic-enhypostatic Christology argues that 
Jesus' humanity acquires its own concrete existence in the divine mode ofbeing. That 
3 
means Jesus' humanity is real if and only if it is in the union of the Word of God. 
Then, compare with our humanity which is not in the ' W o n " of the Word of God, 
there are two important implications. Li the first place, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of authentic humanity is manifested in the Person of Jesus Christ. Then, 
"real humanity" means the humanity with God and for God. Jf so, there is only one 
"real human being" in the world. He is Jesus Christ. On the other hand, if "real 
humanity" is only found in Jesus' humanity, there is an ontoIogical difference 
between our humanity and Jesus' humanity. That means it is legitimate for us to 
question that our humanity is actually not the same as that of Jesus Christ. Jn Milton 
Wan's thesis, he agrees that the authenticity of our human beings is problematic in 
Barth's theology. ^ However, what I disagree with him is that the fundamental 
problem of the inauthentic human beings in Barth's theology is not in the doctrine of 
2 See supra.，p.74. Footnote 2. 
3 See supra., pp. 68~69. 
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election, but in Barth's Christology which stresses that authentic humanity is only 
found in Jesus Christ. 
The above two features in Barth's theology will create some limitations in 
dialogue with Confucianism. However, these limitations of Barth's Christological 
anthropology should not hinder our appreciation of his insightful contribution into the 
dialogue between Christianity and Confucianism. His theology indicates the 
convergent ideas of real humanity in Christianity and Confucianism. His Christology 
can provide a perspective to understanding the roots, especially the ontological root, 
of the anthropology. 
4 See supra., p.56. Footnote 16. 
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